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Administration
releases rules
for mansion use
0
Carter or his wife, Laurel, must be
present for all events held in home
By Georgia Evdoxiadls
Copy Chief

The North Mississippi Allstars drew the largest crowd among other performers at an all-day concert
celebrating MayFest on May 23 in the parking lot across from the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building.
See story on page 3.

College feels growth pains
0
Yearly round up of major
Columbia news

campus, with many students questioning the necessity of such a project. The Gold Coast property was
purchased last year for $ 1.35 million and was completely gutted from top to bottom. President Warrick
L. Carter and his wife Laurel, moved into the 8,000By Ryan Adair
square-foot townhouse in February of this year.
Carter maintains the primary reason for the house is
Executive Editor
to attract and host potenti al college donors.
As with any institution, Columbia experienced sever- Al thou~h the final cost of the renovations has not yet
al ups and downs this academic year. Although free been disclosed, Carter noted the house is an investfrom any maJor controversy, the college did run into a ment for the school that will grow throughout the
few roadblocks more than once. Major strides, however years.
"The entire college community can be proud of this
were made this year toward further expansion of the
space. It Will represent us effectively," Carter told
college.
the
Chronicle during a press tour of the house. "We
In September, stud_ents returning to or entering
Columbia for the first ume found themselves amid rur- can all feel real good about using it as a showcase for
Columbia."
bulent world happenings. The Sept. II tragedy
In an effort to provide an online service to students
occurred only two weeks before the commencement of
the fall semester. The Columbia community responded the college signed a contract with MASCOT, a Web
to the terronst attacks by stepping up security around its stte that was supposed to provide an outside link to
downtown buildings. Students, faculty and staff were the school. MASCOT's tenure at Columbia was
required to sign in at the security desks after 7 p.m. dur- short-lived, however, and by mid-October, the commg the week and at any time on the weekends. pany went out of business, leaving the college high
Enforc~ment of the plan tapered off by the beginning of and dry-costing it approximately $30,000. Since
the spnng semester. Overall, additional security meas- then, the college is prepared to introduce a new
online service from Jenzabar Software called
ures cost the school nearly $1 million.
The fall semester also brought with it the college's OASIS. The time frame for school-wide im'plemennew aca~emic structure. . Under the new plan, tallon of the Web site is this coming fall, with more
Columbia s vanous acadenuc departments now fit with- features to be added in the spring of next year.
Another large project was announced last fa ll.
m one of four schools. These include the School of
Liberal Ans and Sciences, the School of Fine and Slated for completion in 2004, Columbia will open a
Performing Ans, the School of Media Ans and the $35 million student center on land where Buddy
Guy's Legends, the world-famous blues club now
Sch~l of Graduate and Continuing Education. College
admirustrators called the restructuring of Columbia fun- sits. The college is in the waiting process until
Buddy Guy 's vacates its current location. Actual
damental in their effort to become more united.
Plans were finalized for the "super dorm" that will be construction on the project has yet to begin.
Colu':"bta was also recognized as the largest film
completed in three years. Dubbed the University Center
of Chicago, the building will house approximately 700 school m the world tht s past year, with 1,863 stustudents from Columbia in addition to I,000 others dents currently enrolled. Along with that recognifrom neighboring schools DePaul and Roosevelt uni- tion! the ~ollege 's presence on the West Coast began
versities. The massive facility will be built on the south- to nse wuh the expansion of the Semester in L.A.
east comer of State Street and Congress Parkway, where prol:l~am now opening its doors to other majors, in
add1110n to film. For the first time, the program hosta vacant parking lot is now located.
The renovation and subsequent completion of the
See Year-in-review, page 7
college's presidential mansion caused quite a stir on

President Warrick L. Carter's office recently released
new. more restrictive rules defining the type of functions
that can be conducted in the president's mansion. Gillian
Moore, director of executive events and liaison to the
Boar? of Trustees, sent out an email on May l 0 detailing
the kind of events Columbia organizations might be able to
hold in the president's new Gold Coast home.
According to Moore 's email, the guidelines for any
potential president's house event are: first, that ''it require
the presence of the president and/or his wife"; second. that
the event be "college-wide in import and scope"; third.
that it be "a major fundraising opportunity"; and last. that
the. e:-ent should "include the presence of high-profile
mdtvtduals or campus guests.''
Carter said some of the new rules are more flexible
than others but was insistent that he and/or his wife
would need to attend any function held at the mansion.
"The event must be the kind where the president or the
president's spouse hosts the event," Carter told the
Chronicle.
Columbia purchased the 8,000-square-foot house for
$1.3_5 million last year and reportedly spent at least $1
null10n on extensive renovations, including the installation of an elevator.
After the president moved into the house on Feb 15 college officials and Carter himself said the residen~e ~ould
be "open to the Columbia community."
''The house is not for Carter personally, but for the instituuon," Bert Gall, executive vice president, told the
Chronicle in February.
In October 200 l, President Carter also told the Chronicle
that students would be as welcome in the house as potential benefactors.
"We expect the president to use the residence as an entertaining venue, not simply just as a private facility. [The
house] provides the opportunity for Dr. Carter to invite
students into his home for meetings, small performances
and mformal gatherings," said Alton Harris, former chair
of the Columbia Board of Trustees, in the Oct. 8 issue of
the Chronicle.
" [Carter] is looking forward to opening the house to the
Columbia community," said Paul Chiaravalle chief of
staff, in a February 25 issue of the Chronicle. '
Since Carter moved into the mansion in April , he has
hosted three open houses for the CCC Board of Trustees
the senior academic leadership and the senior adminis:
trative leadership, Moore said . There has also been a
luncheon for the Latino Film Festival, a reception for
Roald Hoffmann (a Nobel Laureate in chemistry) and an
"ongoing series of hosting smaller groups of prospective
donors," according to Moore.
In March, Carter told the Chronicle that the college
would host open houses for all Columbia faculty and staff
and would invite members of the new SGA inlo the house
after the elections.
The open houses were held but not as widely as originally planned. Meanwhile, plans for holding an SGA
receptton m the house honoring student leadership fell
through due to conflicts over times and dates sa id Dana
Ingrassia of the Student Activities and Leadership
department. Ingrassia said the reception has been tentative!)! sc h~duled for spring 2003, but that plans for SGA
meetmgs m the fall have been discussed.
Echo magazine adviser Claire La Plante requested the
use of the house for the magazine's summer 2002 launch
party, scheduled to take place either June 13 or 14. In a
letter to Moore, La Plante wrote that invitations to the
party would b_e distributed to "students, alumni, parents.
facu lty and mdustry professionals." Carter said the
request was denied because he and his wife were scheduled to he in Los Angeles at the time.

See Mansion, page 2

'Down-Home Democracy
Tour' rolls into Chicago
"Rolling Thunder Down-Home Democracy Tour," a
travelin~J democracy-organizing festival is coming
through the Chicago area this summer. The event will
be held June 15 from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. at Union Park,
1301 W. Grand Ave. The event includes Jim Hightower,
founder of the "Rolling Thunder Tour," Illinois conllressman Jesse Jackson Jr. and Grammy-award wrnning
hip-hop performer Erykah Badu. Tickets to the festival
are $20 in advance and $25 at the door. Children 12
and under get in free. Groups of 20 get a bulk rate of
$10 per ticket. For more information and to order tickets,
visit www.rollingthundertour.org.

Valedictorian named to give
address at commencement
Kimberly Ann Robbins, a Film and Video senior, has
been named Columbia's valedictorian of the 2002 graduating class. Robbins will be addressing the graduating
class at commencement on June 2 . On June 3, the day
after the address Robbins will leave Chicago to attend
the five-week Semester in L.A.

Department updates name to
keep up with Its changing field
The Management Information Systems department
has changed its name to IT, which stands for
Information Technology. To leam more about what other
changes the department is implementing , visit their
Web s~e at http://allegro.colum.edu/information_technoiC~~Yiannouncements/announcements. htm . For further rnformation contact comments_it@colum.edu.

Interactive Multimedia program
designers make game for Adler
The Interactive Multimedia department is hosting the
premiere party for an educational game developed by
seniors in the department over the course of the past
semester. "Planet x· was developed fo r the Adler
Planetarium in IM Production, a capstone course that
offers collaboration with real-world clients to develop
and produce projects. The event will be held Tuesday,
May 28, at 12:30 p.m. in the 624 S. Michigan Ave. burldrng, Room 608. For more information, contact Janell
Baxter at (312) 344-7751 .

Fine arts festival to be held
on Randolph Street in June
HitEvents and Landmark Arts are hosting the first
annual Randolph Street Fine Arts Festival this summer.
The festival will feature a mix of Chicago's unique and
innovative fine artists displaying and selling their work.
The event will be held during the yearly Taste of
Randolph St. on Saturday, June 22, and Sunday, J une
23. The festival will be held on Randolph Street, three
blocks west of Halsted Street. For further information
contact Landmark Arts at (312) 491 -1900 or online at
www.landmarkarts.com and www.hitevents.com.

Scholar appointed dean of
Liberal Arts and Science School
Cheryl Johnson-Odim Ph.D., noted scholar of African
and Afncan-American history and women's studies, has
been appornted dean of the SchooL of Liberal Arts and

Sciences at Columbia. Johnson-Odim has been serving
as acting dean of the school since September 2001 and
has rn the past served as the charr of Columbia's Liberal
Education department and as a professor of history. At
Columbia, Johnson-Odrm has served a role in several
campus actNrtJes such as the curriculum. honors program, admrssrons and post-tenure review committees

The Adrenaline Dance Troupe performs in the All right Parking Lot, 635 S. Wabash Ave., on May 23, as part of
MayF11t 2002.

Columbia one of three schools to
receive retention excellence award
0
A collegewide effort to retain
freshmen and graduating students
recognized

time students who enrolled in the fall 200 I semester
returned this spring.
This year marks the first time Columbia submitted an
application for the Noel Levitz award. Kelly said the vast
improvement in the past few years was a steppingstone.
Colum bia's Freshman Center and the 1998 introducBy Allison Clark
tion of a developmental education program in reading,
Staff Writer
writing and mathematics were key in improving retention,
Kelly said.
The 2002 Noel Levitz Retention Excellence Award has
"Students are no longer anonymous," Kelly said about
been presented to Columbia, the University of Kansas and the Freshman Center. " If I go in and say 'Does anyone
Appalachian State University. The award is a symbol of know this student?' invariably someone on that staff can
the efforts the college has put forth in retaining freshman tell me who that student is and what he or she is doing."
A letter from President Warrick L. Carter reports the
and graduating students.
In April, the Institutional Research department released numerous programs that have been introduced since I 991 .
Colum bia's annual retention report. College officials The list includes the Freshman Seminar, a comprehensive
told the Chronicle that they were struggling to retain stu- developmental education program; admission requiredents. Overall, the college retains 35 percent of its fresh- ments that demand more from the college's applicants; a
summer bridge program; a revamped new student orienmen through the beginning of their fourth years.
Despite these struggles, Columbia has created and main- tation and registration; the creation of the Multicultural
tained numerous programs to improve retention. In 1990, Affairs Office; the academic department mini-grant
the college began to reevaluate its efforts in aiding stu- effort; the reorganization of Student Affairs and Student
dents through their first years. Since then, particularly in Financial Services; the new minority mentoring project
the last few years, the college community has focused on and many more projects and initiatives.
mentoring new students. Student oriented programs have
Columbia's open admissions policy is one reason why
also been put into place.
so much emphasis has been placed on student retention.
For these efforts, the Noel Levitz jury awarded The winning report submitted to the Noel Levitz jury
Columbia.
stated, "Paramount have been the college's decisions
"'The award is recognition of a collegewide effort to both to reinforce the historic open admissions policy and
attend to the retention and graduation issues that our stu- to recognize that open admissions without an effective
dents face," said Mark Kelly, vice president of student retention program and a reasonable graduation rate was
affairs. lie wi ll be traveling to the National Conference unacceptable."
on Student Retention in Washington, D.C., to accept the
In 1990, less than 50 percent of freshmen continued to
award.
a second year, and only about 20 percent graduated
"I believe, with this award, we're going to have other within six years. These rates have improved. The col·
schools coming to us to see what we're doing," Kelly said. lege's current retention rates are not far off from other
"And it was only a couple of years ago that we were going open admissions colleges'.
to other colleges to see what they were doing. Of course,
"What I hope [Columbia] becomes is a model for the
we still have to do that. We still have a lot to improve."
retention and graduation of students for colleges in an
In April, the Chronicle reported that only 67 percent of urban setting," Kelly said. "We have to continue
freshmen enrolling in the fall 1995 semester returned the down this path and continue to improve the student
following spring semester. Nearly 80 percent of the full- experience."

Mansion
Continued from Front Page

If you have an upcoming
event or announcement,
please call the ChronJcle'1
news desk at

(312) 344-8568.
To re~erve ad apace, call

(3i2) 344-7432.

La l'lante said the party would instead be held ut the
Conuwuy Center. The center closes ut 5 p.rn ., Lu
Plante said, und the purty is scheduled to run until
about 7 p.m. This rnoy require Echo to hire additiona l
techni cal s upport to o ffset the time confli ct, she said.
Randy Albers, choir of the Fiction Writing depart·
ment , sold that, although he would like to usc the
house for events, he is not sure It is lor11e enou11h to
accommodate the publication 's needs. Albers said
/lair 7'rl!{ger Is hostln11 u fundrnlser at the Union
Lea¥ue Club.
"I m not really looking at anything until next year,"
Alben .. ld.
ln11raula aald that 1hc hal not been Informed of any

potentlul problems with holding events at the prtsl·
dent's house.
"I've gotten nothing but support when it comes to
student government," lniJI'llSSin said.
Moore nlso said the ~uldellnes have not been final·
izcd, but could not det11tl how the rules mlvht ch.anae.
"It's 11n evolvll\ll prtX:cs ," Moore uld, "VI wlll
start llnenln11 the pruccu."
Carter said u'ln11 the 111111 lon for 1\lndral Ina e\ nts
Is still a major priority.
"One of the thln*s we arc try1t11 to do I 1\1 bfln&
pruspettlve dunun, Catter ald. "But wt will tnttf'tllln request• &nd look at them on a ~:ta~a-.~~·~'"
basis."
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Schools float bonds to
foot construction costs
0
The building's bonds
were given a BBB ratinglowest investment grade
category
By Laurie Salgado
Staff Writer
In a joint venture with DePaul
University and Roosevelt University,
Columbia formed the Educational
Advancement Fund Inc. to alleviate a
shortage of student housing with what
will reportedly be the largest student
residence center in the United States.
The 18-story, I ,750-bed University
Center of Chicago, which has been
referred to as the "super dorm," will
be located in the South Loop at the
southeast corner of State Street and
Congress Parkway:
" It's a very interesting deal. It's the
first time three universities have come
together to take care of a housing
shortage," said Kenneth Becker, project underwriter from Salomon Smith
Barney, a full-service financial firm.
The project, once estimated as a
$135-million venture, will cost
approximately $1.5 million. The
University Center is a stand-alone
project. "The schools will not be paying for the deal with tuition increases
but with dormitory fees," Becker said.
Bonds to fund the University Center
of Chicago went on sale at II :30 a.m.
May 15. Via negotiations with lender
Sa lomon Smith Barney, all bonds
were sold within two hours, which
Becker said is typical.
Educational Advancement Fund-a
Delaware nonstock, nonprofit organization whose sole members are
Columbia, DePaul and Rooseveltand SSMB negotiators spent the week
prior to the open-order period
acquainting potential investors with
the deal via conference calls and presentations in Boston.
Of the $151 million actual bonds
sold, $800,000 worth were bought by
individual investors. The remaining
bonds were sold to about 25 institutional investors including Neveene, Capital
Reserves, Putnam Securities, Allstate
Insurance and Van Kamper and
Northern Trust.
Closing on the deal will be May 30,
when the project trustee, Bank One,
receives funds. The June 3 groundbreaking ceremony will be attended by
Mayor Daley and site preparation is
already underway.
Although Fitch Ratings gave DePaul
bonds an "A-" rating, the bonds funding the project were given a "BBB" rating, the lowest investment grade category. "Their [the EAF's] abil ity to pay
their debt on time is 'adequate,"' said
Frederic Martucci, a Fitch Ratings analyst.
The project is not only supported by
investors, but also · by the city of
Chicago. The University Center site
was sold to the EAF by the city for $1.
"This shows the c ity believes in the
project. It's their contribution," said
Bert Gall, Columbia's executive vice
president.
However, should the EAF default on
redevelopment restrictions established
by the city or on their debt payments to
the SSMB, the land may be reacquired
and bond redemption jeopardized.
A redevelopment agreement with the
city requires the University Center be
used by students and nonstudents participating in an educational program.
The city also requires the facility to
have a mix of first-fl oor retailers whose
functions coincide with campus living.

The search for first-floor retailers
had been temporarily shelved during
bond negotiations, but will be the
EAF's primary focus throughout the
next four months, Gall said.
DePaul University President
Kenneth McHugh said the number of
businesses interested in renting the ·
space is high.
University Center revenues for the
2004-2005 academic year are projected to be $19.4 million, more than $16
million of which will come from
rental fees. Retail rental revenues are
projected to be more than $1 million
per year.
According to bond documents, to
determine room rental costs, the EAF
must charge residents enough money
that they exceed annual debt coverage
and operation costs by at least 1.2 percent. Students with 12-month leases
for the 2004-2005 academic year will
be expected to pay $675 per month or
$744 per month in rent for a ninemonth lease. This puts rent at the
University Center about 20 percent
higher than that of other nearby
schools' student housing, according to
analysis by Scion Group LLC.
However, the University Center will
have more amenities than current student housing.
The first floor will have retail shops,
security posts and common areas and
facilities. Dining facilities, lounges,
game rooms, a laundry room, fitness
am! recreational facilities and conference rooms are expected to occupy
the second floor. The third floor wi ll
have residential facilities and an outdoor landscaped area. The remaining
floors will be used for student housing
and conferences.
About 60 percent of the units will be
sem isuite rooms that wi ll share bathrooms but include two beds, two
desks and other furniture. The other
40 percent of the units will be fourbedroom apartments. Each apartment
will have four beds, a common living
room, kitchen and dining area and two
bathrooms. The rooms wi ll also provide students with cable television, a
te lephone and unlimitied high-speed
l nternet access.
The EAF membership agreement
designates 40.6 percent interest in the
University Center each to Columbia
and DePaul. Roosevelt owns 18.7
percent interest in the center. These
percentages a llot 650-700 beds each
to Columbia and DePaul and 300-375
beds to Roosevelt.
As of April I of each academic year,
any of the three colleges can market
unsold beds to other EAF members
and then to a pool of other nearby
educational institutions.
According to a Fitch Ratings report
and a study done by Scion, I ,0001,500 students from celleges within I 0
blocks of the University Center would
be interested in living in the housing
facility. These schools include the
Illinois Institute of Art, the Harrington
Institute of Interior Design, the
International
Academy
of
Manufacturing and Des ign, City
Colleges of Chicago and MacCormac
College.
However, if the EAF institutions do
not secure enough renters for the first
year, they are still responsible for debt
payment. If the contracted construction company, Turner Construction,
delays the planned open ing, documents stipulate a capped sum of delay
damages to be paid by Turner.
Although the deal is multifacted, Gall
said, "[The center] is likely to be a contagious model for urban student housing across the country," Gall said.

Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle

J azz saxophonist, Fred Anderson was one of the many artists to play on May 23 at
MayFest 2002.

MayFest celebration brings
many to campus community
0
Culmination of
month-long festival reached
May23
By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor
MayFest, Columbia's inaugural monthlong celebration of the arts, represented
every facet of Columbia's curriculum.
The largest collegewide celebration to
date was a resounding success, said
President Warrick L. Carter. The culmination of May Fest was "an outpouring and
exhibition of student talent," Carter said
during the North Mississippi Allstars' set
of rock and blues. "Every department had
some sort of exhibition of senior work."
Two music stages were set up in the parking lot at the southwest intersection of
Wabash and Harrison avenues. A garden
stage was set up in the park at the intersection of II th Street and Wabash Avenue
and each of Columbia's many galleries
in
ArtWalk
Studio
participated
Exhibitions.
The wide variety of exhibitions included
performance poetry in the Hokin Gallery,
the senior Art and Design exhibition in the
Glass Curtain Gallery and a puppetry
parade entitled "Moving Pictures."
Photography freshman Elena Shtern said
building the props for the parade "was a
lot of hard work." Shtern, who was
dressed as a rosy-cheeked little girl in a
red dress and pigtails. was among the
many characters in the parade, which also
included a large snail, a walking merrygo-round and a man on stilts.

From 5 to 8:30 p.m., attendees received
tree trolley rides between exhibitions.
Richard Adelman, one of the riders, said,
"The shuttle sure helps when you're older
and your joints don't cooperate."
Fest attendee Helen Pogosoff, who is
from Indiana, said she read about May Fest
in the Chicago Tribune. " I'm very
impressed with the caliber of entertainment," she said. Pogosoff, who grew up
listening to jazz and blues, said the music
was "excellent-all afternoon" and that
saxophonist Fred Anderson gave a standout performance.
Other musicians included blues singer
Thornetta Davis, lkkyu, the Columbia
Jazz Ensemble, the funk/rock band the
Blue Monks and Zimbabwe Afro-pop
artist Oliver Mtukudzi. The Morris
Minors, the newest edition to Col umbia's
AEMMP records, performed on the second stage. The North Mississippi Allstars
drew the largest crowd and closed the
evening with an enthusiastic set of psychedelic blues.
Strong winds and light scattered showers were a minor inconvenience for student groups like Campus Qreens,
Columbia College On the Ground and the
admissions office, who set up tables in the
parking lot adjacent to the 623 S. Wabash
Ave. building. When they weren't putting
tarps on their tables or chasing papers in
the wind, the groups fielded questions and
distributed information about their groups.
Fusion's dance troupe and OJ garnered a
large crowd.
Vice President of Student Affairs Mark
Kelly said, "May Fest was very successful.
The electricity of Columbia came to life."
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Now offering Columbia College students ...

The Freedom Account*
.... freedom From Fees ....
• No Monthly Maintenance Fee
• No Minimum Balance Required
• FREE - First 200 Checks
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• FREE - 24-hour TeleBanke r
• FREE - On-line Banking Access & Bill Payment
• FREE - Unlimited Teller Visits

Call 312.588.1327 or stop in today!
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47 W. Polk Street- in Dearborn Station
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College students
seek explanation
for tuition hike
0
Students sign petition to have
President Carter explain tuition
increase

By JUlian Helmer
Managing Editor
When Columbia's administration announced
several weeks ago that tuition would rise 9.5 percent for the fall semester, many students were not
pleased to hear the news. Several Columbia students, however, decided to take action and make
their concerns about rising tuition heard.
Students Rachael Perrotta, Spencer Kingman
and Aaron Loren! circulated a petition around
campus asking that the college's administration
hold an open forum with students to explain why
tuition wi ll rise next year and how tuition money
will be spent.
"I read that tuition was going up 9.5 percent
and thought, ' That's a huge increase.' And people must have been kind of confused about it,
because I know I was, so I started a petition,"
Perrotta said.
Perrotta said she also placed comment sheets
around campus where students could write their
concerns about the increase, which she later
delivered, along with the petitions to Carter's
office.
"I heard back from Carter very quickly, within
one day of delivering the petitions," Perrotta
said. "I got a call back asking me, and the other
co-sponsors of the petition, to come and have a
meeting with President Carter."
Carter, along with Director of Media Relations
Carol Bryant, Vice President of Student Affairs
Mark Kelly, Vice President of Finance Mike
DeSalle and Vice President of Academic Affairs
Steve Kapelke, gave Perrotta and Kingman a
presentation explaining how Columbia's budget
works and exactly how tuition money is spent,
Perrotta said.
Despite Perrotta's request that the administration begin holding regular open forums with students to make them aware of how tuition is spent,
she said that Carter did not give her a definite
answer. She said, however, that she still felt the
meeting was productive.
"I feel that the administration is working hard
on behalf of students, trying to make sure of three
main things that administration is committed to
keeping at Columbia," Perrotta said.
"No. I is the open admissions system-they
want everyone to be able to go here. No. 2 is
retention and graduation rates. They want to
make sure that, if students are attending and (the
school] is taki ng students' money, they are getting a good education and a college degree. And,
No. 3, they are committed to keeping the school
affordable," she said.
Kingman, a newly elected Student Government
Association senator, however, does not agree that
tuition is affordable.
"The college seems to want to keep tuition
affordable, but only in relation to other schools,"
Kingman said.
Though she did not get a definite answer from
Carter about whether open forums will be held
next year, Perrotta feels that she has raised
awareness that there is a need for better communication between students and administrators.
Perrotta also said she feels confident that SGA
will keep working with administration on the
issue next year.
"I don't think (the administration] realized the
extent of the communication barrier," Perrotta
said. "That's why SGA was started. [The administration] seemed a little surprised, but seemed
ready to work with students."

VISIT US ON THE WEB
WWW.COLUMBIACHRONICLE.COM

Michael SchmidUChronicle

Columbia senior Joel DeBoer, who has been trained as a shaman, says he has been ridding homes of ghosts
since the fall of 1999.

Student shaman claims to help
rid people's homes of ghosts
0
DeBoer charges between $75
and $250 for a 20-to-30 minute
session

By Cathleen Loud
Staff Writer
Ever get an eerie feeling that maybe you' re not
alone? Have weird things been happening to you
around the house that maybe you can't quite
explain? Maybe the animals are acting we ird,
you're hearing strange noises or there's a putrid
smell coming from the hallway and you can't find
the source. Joe l DeBoer, a senior at Columbia,
may be able to help you-if the problem is ghosts.
DeBoer is in the business of ridding ghosts from
homes. He's been practicing this work since the
fall of I 999 when he completed his basic shamanic training. Shamanism is a set of beliefs or a type
of religion that is practiced by Native Americans.
The shaman is believed to have the ability to affect
and mediate the visible world and the spirit world.
DeBoer became interested in shamanism when he
was a teenager and eventually found two teachers,
Crow Swimsaway and Bekki ShiningBearHeart of
the Church of Earth Healing in Athens, Ohio, who
guided him and trained him in the practices of
shamanism. Since his graduation from basic training, he has continued to study other spiritual and
religious practices and beliefs, such as the African
religion I fa. He has also trained with a Mongolian
shaman and several Wiccan priestesses.
Through his training of shamanism, he claims to
have learned how to rid places of sp irits that have
not crossed to the "other side." Appliances and
lights turning on and off, animals acting strange ly,
offensive smells that don't clear away, even insomnia and bad dreams are common signs that ghosts
are present, according to DeBoer.
"The way that ghosts are able to stay on this plane
is by feeding off of human energy as their life
source," DeBoer said. "Most ghosts don't know
they're dead. They've died in some kind of traumatic way and are stuck in the moment of their
death, reliving it. Others are attached to a particular place or person and can't let go. And sometimes, they just sort of get lost.''
DeBoer said he helps the ghosts get "unstuck"
through a specific ritual. He said he is able to
induce an out-of-body experience by way of drumming and rattling, which brings him to a light state

trance. He explai ned that once he's out of his
body, he can move freely around someone 's home,
locate the ghosts, speak with them and heal them.
Then, he said he takes them to the "other side" and
helps them with the transition. " I work with my
own spirit allies who guide and protect me. I know
it sounds nuts, but it's true and it works," he said.
This part of the process usually takes about 20 to
30 minutes. Then, room by room, he said he travels through the home, cleaning out old energy. He
uses sage, smoke and other tools for this part.
DeBoer has performed his work in both Evanston,
and the North Side of Chicago. He said that apartment buildi ngs that were once hotels often harbor
ghosts. He charges between $75 to $250 on a sliding scale but said he wants to help people and has
never turned anyone away who couldn't pay for the
service. He also guarantees his work. He said if
the ghosts do not move on, he'll continue trying
and if it doesn't work, he pays the money back in
fu ll. He's never been asked for money back, he
said.
While on the job, DeBoer said he has encountered
some spooky situations. He said he was attacked
once by the ghost of a woman who had been killed
as a result of a violent stabbing. DeBoer said he
held her off and sent her loving, healing energy.
Another time, he said he watched the ghost of a girl
who died from a heroin overdose. He said he
watched her as she convulsed and threw up and
then finally was able to get to her to start the healing process.
DeBoer doesn't consider his ability a gift. He
paid a heavy price, he said, and has put forth a lot
of work. He said that to have the ability to cross
between worlds, you need a base or experience
with it. He described surviving his chi ldhood with
a little luck and, at I 8 years old, he was involved in
a bad motorcycle acc ident whi le on LSD, after
which he said crossed over into a few other dimensions. " I think all those life experiences prepared
me for this work," he said.
It's important that the concept of ghosts is being
introduced again into the social consciousness,
DeBoer said, and movies like ''The Sixth Sense"
and "The Others" help. He said he often wonders
how many people are put on medication for experiences such as the ones he describes. "Our social
consciousness needs some alteration in this area,
among others. Ghosts are real," he said.
If you'd like to contact DeBoer, he can be reached
at gotaghost@hotmail.com.
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Third annual Youth Theater
Festival puts teens center stage
0
Theater to perform 'The Many
Tales of Cleopatra: Truth or Lies' and
'Fabulous Female Five: Can 't Tear Us
Apart'
By Angela Caputo
Staff Writer
Aspiring Chicago artists are participating in the
third annual Youth Theater Festival, May 31 to June
2, at the Vittum Theater.
"The festival is an important introduction of aspiring artists to Chicago's theater community," said
Chiara Liberatore, program coordinator of the Music
Theater Workshop. " It gives [youth) an idea of the
community of theater that happens in Chicago."
Companies participating in the Columbia-sponsored festival include the Creative Arts Foundation,
Kuumba Lynx, Redmoon Theater Childrens
Company, Fleetwood-Jourdain, About Face Youth
Theater, Piven Theater Workshop and the West
Humboldt Park Center for the Perfonning Arts.
"The festival challenges the notion of what is considered children 's theater. Youth enhance the artistic
community. It's not just for children," said Carmel
Avengnon Sanders, program manager of community
partnerships in Columbia's Office of Community
Arts Partnership.
Many of the perfonnance pieces written by the
actors are on themes relevant to their adolescent lives.
"I use life as a jumping-off point," said Jorie Flodki,
18, an aspiring actress and member of the Reality
Theater Company.
"People relate to it because people their age are
writing it," Rodki said.
"All the shows we do have social issue themes,"
Liberatore said, " We perfonn expecting that the audience does something about what they see. We are trying to promote social activism."
The Music Theater Workshop will put on "The
Many Tales of Cleopatra: Truth or Lies" and
"Fabulous Females Five: Can't Tear Us Apart." Both
works were written by the perfonnance groups and
stress the importance of social and cultural diversity.
"The Many Tales of Cleopatra" was previously perfonned by the Music Theater Workshop as an audience participation piece at the Field Museum. The
group is excited to take it to the stage for a traditional perfonnance, Liberatore said.
The Reality Theater Company is perfonning "The
Science of Love," a humorous look at dating and relationships in high school, said Kim Kohler, the show's
director and a Columbia alumna.
"Right now, I have more of a lack of a love
life," Flodki said, "But in the future I hope [not to) ."

Perfonnances are slated for 20 minutes each and
will culminate with a rap session among perfonners,
and the audience is invited to participate. Many
groups are trimming their plays to meet the time
restriction.
Organizers say 20 minutes is enough time to see the
work perfonners do and have a dialogue about it.
Discussions focus on the artistic side of the perfonnance and social themes presented in the works.
The Friday through Sunday perfonnances will be
held at the Vittum Theater at I012 N. Noble St., in
Wicker Park.
Brittany Campbell, 15, of the Music Theater
Workshop, is a first-time perfonner in a fonnal theater who is excited about the opportunity to perfonn
in "Fabulous Females Five" at the Vittum. " I'm a little nervous about all the people," Campbell said.
The Vittum is part of the Northwestern University
Settlement, a community organization housed in
Wicker Park for more than a century. The theater welcomes youth theater initiatives such as the festival,
to fulfill its mission of bringing theater to a young
audience.
Columbia's Office of Community Arts Partnership
arranged the venue for the festival through collaboration with the Vittum.
"[The Vittum] opens us to a much larger audience.
It's tapping into a whole different type of people, creating new relationships," said Avegnon Sanders.
OCAP, a public program housed within the college,
works to bridge Columbia's academic departments
with the greater Chicago arts community.
"We are the link," said OCAP Executive Director
Julie Simpson. Simpson describes the office as a
facilitator of exchange between Columbia students
and faculty and community groups, with the goal of
achieving a diverse learning process. "It's the part of
[student's) education that they can't get in a classroom," Simpson said.
OCAP and the Theater department give back to the
community by providing professional support and
theater training to youth theater organizations.
Last year, OCAP and the Theater department put
together a series of workshops that some current festival perfonners attended. " I've been to some theater
workshops at Columbia. I learned about things like
directing, makeup and theater games," Rodki said, " It
gives me a glimpse into what professionals do."
"We're really concerned with how to keep the [community-based] work strong. There 's a huge problem
in leadership of organ izations, [that) OCAP is working to bridge," Simpson said.
The Youth Theater Festival is funded in part by
OCAP, a division of the college that operates on independent fundrais ing. Other major funding sources
are the Illinois Arts Council, individual donors and
earned income from ticket sales.
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Commentary: Senator
says SGA to focus next
year on student needs
0
Student government member lays
out SGA future at Columbia
By Gina Jlannuul
Contributing Writer
As the student government begins to take its course,
it seems obvious that student issues wi ll be the focus of
the Student Government Association's efforts. It has
only been a few weeks si nce the e lection and the student government senators have begun to address issues.
The MAP grant initiative has been a great way fo r the
senators to prove to the student body that issues such as
this one will not be taken lightly.
"The Student Government is here to serve the students," sa id SGA president Klaas Van Der Way. There
have been three common goals that are shared by the
SGA senate in their efforts in serving the student body:
represent the student "voice" which is stated in the SGA
mission, serve as a liaison between administration, faculty, staff and students and provide opportunities for
students to grow artistically, academically, and professionally. In many respects, SGA has already beg un
serving all three goals through the MAP g rant issue.
A major task for SGA is to find out exactly what the
students' needs are. There will be challenges ahead, but
students can count on SGA to have good communication to better serve them. There are important barriers
to overcome when decisions need to be made; SGA
wants to break through the barriers of miscommunication through open dial ogue and to learn from one another. Another task for SGA is to inform students on
upcoming events.
The SGA meetings have not been set for next year, but
they will a lways be open to everyone in the college
community. The SGA budget data will also be available
to the students.
"As soon as the budget is drawn up, it will immediately be available to view by students," said SGA treasurer Justin Kulovsek. The SGA will keep not only the
students up to date o n current issues, but everyone who
remains in the college commun ity at Columbia. Once
again, a ll students -as well as admini strati on, faculty
and staff- will be we lcome to the SGA meet ings and
are strongly encouraged to come and see what the se nators are up to. If there are any suggest io ns or issues
you fee l should be addressed or need assistance, the
easiest way is to find your department senator or one of
the executi ve board members. In real ity, SGA wi ll be
there to serve you, the students. For more in formation,
contact cccsga@aol.com.

Year-in-review
Continued from Front Page
ed fashion students for its Costume Design class, as
well as hosting animation and film marketing students. Also in November, the college spent nearly
$30,000 to sponsor a float in the Hollywood
Christmas Parade with the pop group AII-4-0ne riding on board. According to Paul Chiaravalle, the
co llege's associate vice president and chief of staff,
Columbia's float was seen in 126 tele vision markets
across the country and Columbia was the only college represented in the parade. Aaron Vanek, West
Coast alumni director, noted that Columbia would make
an annual appearance in the parade, which will take place
this year on Dec. I.
With the spring semester came the announcement that
al l academic and administrative departments would be
faced with a I 0-percent budget cut. Poor economy and
lack of donations were two reason cited for the cuts. But,
departments were asked to reduce spending in the areas
of supplies and services; no money was actually cut from
salaries or academic programs, according to Mike
DeSalle, vice president of finance.
Another first for the college this year was the introduction of a student government. With nearly 40 candidates
running for various positions, elections were held in
April. In addition to various members ofthe student body
joining the Student Government Association, four senators were elected to hold positions on the executive board.
"We hope to be an advocate for students-a liaison
between students and faculty, staff and administrationto create a community at Columbia," said Dana Ingrassia,
director of student organizations and government, who
spearheaded the groundbreaking e lections.

Two Columbia students made headlines this year,
drawing much controversy for their actions. Tracy
Sampson, who stud ied in the Marketing
Communication department, filed a lawsuit against
R&B singer R. Kelly. According to court documents,
Sampson, who was 16 at the time, accused Kelly of
numerous sexua l indiscretions. Kelly has denied
Sampson's charges as well as those that came from
another young woman, Tiffany Hawkins.
Film student Adam Palinski was arrested in March
on his way to class at Co lumbia for setting fi re to
two buildings in Whe ato n, Ill.: St. Michael's
Catho lic C hurch and a pri vate residence on
Warren ville Road, according to police. No o ne
was injured in the fires, and apparently police had
recei ved tips concern ing Palinski's involve me nt .
He subseq uently pleaded not guilty at hi s April 15
arrai gnme nt.
Mika llurly, who was a film student, and Michael
Maro , a product des ig n major, died this semeste r.
Hurly was involved in a car accident in Gurnee,
Ill., in March, whi le Maro passed away due to
heart failure in April.
The co llege a lso mourned the loss of TV pioneer
and former chair of the Tele-vision department, Ed
Morri s. Morris, who was 80, died at his Chicago
home on April 22. In 1995, Morris and his wife
established the Edward L. and Marsha E. Morris
Scholarship Fund in an effort to financially aid
several outstanding television majors each year.
"He was I 00 percent invested and committed to
his work at Columbia," Marsha told the Chronicle. "He

was very much beloved by students and, even though he
was very sick last semester, he still got wonderful evaluations."
Perhaps one of the largest Columbia stories this year
was the government's announced proposal to eliminate
or reduce the Monetary Award Program. This caused
quite a stir on campus-more than 34 percent of
Colw11bia students receive MAP grants, which also
affects the college, as $ 12 million comes from the program. In response, an emergency rally was held at
Columbia's Getz Theater in order to infonn students as
to what this would mean for the college. In addition,
several student senators from the newly fonned SGA as
well as a handful of administrators took a trip to
Springfield, Ill. , to personally lobby legislators.
Students from Columbia 's acti vist group, On the
Ground, also organized a schoo l-wide protest, in which
a group of several hundred students marched to City
llall and met up with other area co llege students in
protest.
To end the semester, college administrators
announced in the beginning of May that full-time student tu ition for the next academic year would
increase 9.5 percent, bringing next year's tuition to
$14, 149, includi ng mandatory fees. The hike is
attributed to the current economic struggles as well as
to increase techno logy and the faculty-to-student
ratio, according to Bert Gall, Columbia's executive
vice president.
"I think we're [Columbia] in good shape, but it 's a
different economic projection from two or three
years ago," Gall said.
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Drug law leaves some at
Indiana U. without aid
By Devin Kolderup
Indiana Daily Student {Indiana U.)
(U-WIRE) BLOOM INGTON, lnd. -The
original amendment, sponsored by Rep. Mark
Souder (R-Ind.) said, "A s tudent who has been
convicted of any offense ... involving the possession or sale of a controlled substance shall not
be eligible to recei ve any g rant, loan or work
assistance ."
This is for a period ranging from o ne year for
the first offense to indefinite ly for the third
offense.
Last year, Hampshi re College in
Massachusens authorized the use of school
funds to reimburse students who lost financ ial
aid because of the law.
Later that year, a conference on that campus
organized by the Washington-based Students
for Sensible Drug Policy, di scussed the impact
of the law on higher education. Since the conference, both Yale University and Swarthmore
College have authorized funds for si milar use.
Shawn Heller, the National Director of SSDP,
called his group's efforts to reimburse students
a ''stopgap measure."
"We're trying to help these students out while
we can. Ultimately. we're trying to get this law
repea led," Heller said.
But a representative of Indiana University's
Office of Student Financial Assistance said no
such approach is be ing discussed at IU, mainly
because the issue rarely arises.
"There's almost nobody involved ," said associate director for client services Bill Ehrich .
Ehrich estimated "less than five" IU students
had been affected by the law in the last several

)ears.
" We almost never have anybody who applies
for aid who answers yes to that question who
actually means yes," Ehrich said, referring to
the confusion that sometimes stems from the
wording on the Free Appl ication for Federal
Student Aid.
"Th is happens so seldom that it's not really an
issue . It really has not had an enormous effect,"
Ehrich said.
Steve Dillon is affiliated with the Indiana
chapter of the t'ational Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws, and is on the
national board of directors.
He disputed the notion that I U students
weren 't affected.
" I would have every reason to think there are
IL: students affected by the Higher Education
Act,'' he sa id. " I can't imagine IU wouldn't be

interested in helping kids go to college."
After the amendment was passed in 1998, a
question was added to the FAFSA asking if a
student had been convicted of a drug-related
offense.
For the first few years after the question was
added, many applicants left it blank, in part due
to the confusing wording of the o rig inal question.
According to information from the NORML,
13 percent of applicants left the question blank
in 2000, and the U.S. Education Department
decided not to hold up processing of the forms.
But last year, the Education Department
revised the question and began deny ing aid to
applicants who left it blank.
The question itself has drawn criticism from
one of the original s ponsors o f the bill.
Rep. Souder has challenged the inclusion of
the question on the FAFSA, clai ming the original purpose of the bi ll was to render students
already receiving federal aid ineligib le if convicted of a drug offense, not prevent those convicted in the past from app ly ing for aid.
"That question should never have been there,"
said Seth Becker, a spokesman for Souder.
"The frustrating thing is that we thought the language on there was preny clear to start out with.
This was not a cont roversial thing when it
passed in 1998."
Soude r and Rep. Gregory Meeks (D-N.Y.),
proposed a new amendment in February that
reworded the original amendment.
The bi ll was referred to the I louse Committee
on Education and the Workforce . then sent to
the
Subcommittee
on
21 st
Century
Competitiveness earlier this month.
Others, both in and out of Congress, oppose
the bi ll in any form .
Rep. Barney Frank, ( D-Mass.). introduced a
bill in February that would repeal the ban a ltogether.
It was also referred to the Subcommittee on
21st Century Competiti veness in April.
" Someone who commits murder or armed
robbery is not automat icall y barred from finan c ial aid eligibi lity." Frank said in a press
release. "But if you have even one nonvio lent
drug conviction y ou can't get any aid for a
year... this will he lp ens ure that people in low to
moderate income families -who really need the
aid-are not treated unfairly."
Heller es timated that 85,000 students have
been denied ai d since the law was passed.
"This is a clear-cut example o f the war on
drugs gone too far," he sa id .

Binge drinking still prevails
on campuses, reports show
By Karlle Dunsky
The Post {Ohio U.)
(U-WJRE) ATHENS , OhioWhile students are drinking to
excess Jess in high school and
have better access to warnings
agains t extreme drinking, a study
by the Harvard School of Public
Health s hows almost ha lf of college students continue to binge
drink.
According to the study, the percentage of U.S. college students
that binge drink remains at 44 percent, the same as it has been for
the last decade. Last year I ,400
college students in the United
States died in alcohol-related
deaths.
Ohio University has had at least
one alcohol-related death thi s
year. Nathan Roberts, an Ohio
Un ive rsity student , died in
Columbus d uring winter break on
his 21st birthday.
The problem hits home with OU
administrators, who are working
to combat statis tics with educational campaigns.
"We know the number of students coming to OU already using
alcohol is higher than the national
average," sai d Judy Piercy, director of OU jud iciaries.
A nationwide st udy showed that,
on average, 49 percent of students
entering college have consumed
beer in the past year. Seventy-five
percent of incoming OU students
said they had drank beer in the last
year. During fall quarter at OU ,
60 percent of all judicial referrals
fi led were alcoho l-related offenses
that can result in probation, suspens ion or expulsion from the university. Ten percent of all judicial
referrals dealt with intoxication.
OU's Coa lition Advocating
Responsible Decisions th is year
re- launched the " Bring Your Own
Judgment" campaign, which has
been supported for the last three
years by a S I 0,000 grant from
Ohio Parents fo r Drug-Free Use.
The campaign large ly cons ists of
posters and other items with facts
about drinking and safe sex. such

as a pyramid that explains the
effects of increasing amounts of
alcohol on people and the 13 steps
to correctly put on and remove a
condom.
Rather than put excessive drinking in terms of binge d rinking, the
organization prefers to view
drinking in terms of high or low
risk-taking. Low-risk drinking is
considered one drink per hour,
which is the rate the body can
process alcohol.
Drinking at a higher rate is considered high risk. A risk always is
present to .underage drinkers
because they are breaking the Jaw.
Several important factors keep
students from realizing the risk in
their drinking.
Shots and large drinks are dangerous because students do not
realize what they are drinking or
how much alcohol they are consuming, sa id Charlene Kopehik,
director of health education and
well ness at Hudson Health Center.
And BYOJ also targets risks frequently related to a lcohol, such as
sexually transmined d iseases, sexual assaults and unplanned pregnancies.
" We're hining a variety of issues
in one campaign," Kopehik said.
But the effectiveness of the
BYOJ campaign continues to be
debated among students.
OU senior Jen Robb said while
the facts on the BYOJ ' java jackets" on cups in the Fro nt Room-the school's coffee house--are
depressing first thing in the morning, the information is not effective in influencing her behavior.
But other students said the campaign is worthwhile.
" I think that people are impressionable," said OU senior Leo
DeLuca. "The campaign helps
them to con form to the j udgment
of others . If you realize you drink
five times a week when most people drink twice a week, it may
make you realize there may be
something wrong with you."
OU's Residence Life staff also
started a campaign called "Just
Say Know'' to educate students on
the effects of alcohol.
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I am excited to offer my most sincere congratulations as you prepare to graduate from Columbia
College Chicago. You should be proud of your achievement, and Columbia is eager to extend wishes
for a very fulfilling future!

.

(

Columbia's 2002 Commencement Celebration wi ll take place on Sunday, june 2, 2002, at the
University of Illinois Pavilion (11 50 West Harrison Street), from 2:00p.m. to approximately 5:00p.m.
There are several important details to note in this busy time preceding graduation:
•

Commencement 2002 is a ticketed event. While you will receive a special seating ticket with your
robe, your guests will need a UIC Pavilion seating ticket. Each graduate may claim up to 5 tickets for
their guests.

•

Pre-printed graduation announcements will be available when you pick up your tickets, in batches
of ten. You must order personalized announcements from a private vender.

•

Your cap and gown will be available in the Hokin Annex on Wednesday and Thursday, May 29-30,
from 10 a.m. until 7 p.m. If you cannot pick up your robe on these days, you can obtain it
immediately before the ceremony on june 2. You will receive your seating ticket with your cap and
gown. You must bring your seating ticket with you to Commencement. Caps and gowns must be
returned to the designated area immediately following the ceremony. You may keep the tassels
from the caps.

•

Graduates should arrive at the' Pavilion no later than 1 :00 p.m. Signs will be posted to d irect you to
the processional staging area. Parking is available adjacent to the Pavilion and across the street.
Guests will be permitted to enter after 1:15 p.m.

•

You will receive a diploma jacket at the ceremony. Your actual diploma may be picked up in the
Academic Advising Office (Room 300, 623 South Wabash) on the appropriate date. Diplomas will
only be issued once academic and financial obligations have been satisfied. All diplomas not picked
up within 30 days of their pick-up tim es will be mailed to your permanent address by certified mail.
Please contact M s. Ruby Turn er, 312-344-7441, for more information:

•

january Graduates

Week of june 17, 2002

June Graduates

W eek of July 29, 2002

August Graduates

Week of September 23, 2002

Digg/T, The Columbia College Chicago documentary-style video yearbook, shot on digital video
and super 8mm film, is now available for advanced purchase! You can include a personal message
if you ord er soon- pick up an order form from room 300, 623 South W abash.

•

If you have family and friends com ing to Chicago from out of town, we encourage them to take
advantage of special rates available for Columbia parties. Please visit
www.colum.edu/commencement as soon as possible for more information on area hotels offering
special rates to Columbia parties.

•

If you have a physical handicap and require any type of assistance, please contact the Office of
Student Support Services at 312- 344-81 33.

I would also like to take this opportunity to make sure that you are aware of the many exciting special
events su rrounding Commencement 2002. Please stop by The Office of Student Activities and
Leadership (room 313, 623 S. Wabash) to pick up a calendar full of Columbia events during May and
June. Some highlights include:
•

The Senior Party.: Your senior party will take place at the Hot House (3 1 E. Balbo) on Friday, M ay
24 from 7-11 p.m. There will be live music, a D.)., and a cash bar (beer and wine).

•

Mayfesl . MayFcst 2002: Columbia 's Urban Arts Festival, will showcase student work, present
Columbia to the community, and culminate with a May 23 outdoor festival for both students and
the public. There w ill be music, food, site-specific performance art and an ArtWalk to eight campus
galleries.

Be sure to make use of Columbia's Career Center for Arts and Media. Your advisor can offer career
advice, job leads and opportunities, and internship information. The Center is located in Suite 300 of
the 623 S. Wabash Building, and can be contacted at 312.344.7280.
And finally, please remem ber that Columbia's Alumni Office is here to serve you. We provide
opportu nities for alumni to stay connected to each other and the college through networking events
and programming, an e-maillistscrv, job listings, a web site and more. You can sec what we offer by
visiting www.colum .<..>du/alumni or by calling our Alumni office at 312-344-7472. M embership for all
graduating seniors is FREE for one year.
Once again, on behalf of the Student Affai~ sta ff, I congratulate you on your accomplishment. W e
extend our most sincere wishes for a successful future!
Sincerely,

l

I) ~
/ )l fU''I

(

/(

/

M..rk Ke lly
A<..tlng Vi<..r• Prc~idc nt of Student Affairs

..................................

~
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As a way of saying thank you for being a ·reader of the Columbia Chronicle you could wi n
four tickets to Six Flags G reat America as the l st prize, two tickets to Blue Man Group as the 2nd prize and a gift certificate to the Columbia
College Follett Bookstore as the 3rd and 4th prizes for giving us your opinion. Tell us what yo.u like and don't like about the paper.
Help us get the advertising you want in the paper to make local shoppi ng decisions. Please tak~ the time to help us serve you better.
Your input will be used by the Columbia Chronicle to improve the paper. Your respo nse will be held in strict co nfidence.

On the Internet Go to . . .

www.pulseresearch.com/columbiachronicle
The online reade r survey is fast, fun and
easy to do. just type in the web add ress and
answer the questions.

UlllJMBI·\liiRlli\!ICl l 01'111\!l

Your opinion is extremely
important to us.
All pmcs uffcrcJ by 1hc Culumhia Chron1clc ncwspaptr. Wmncrs w1ll be s.clec1cJ frum all survey rcsponJcnu m a rcaJcr survey being cunJuw:J by 1h1s paper. One pmc per place w1ll be awarJcJ.

It's the docum entary-styl e OV O of l:olumbia's unique student experience.
c omplete with footage from the past year at l:olumbia ·the classes, ths
sh o ws , the hang-outs, the events. You have probably already been a fea·
t u red p layer. You'll appreciate this great keepsake for the rest of your life.

t: o o r d e r : w w w . co I u rn . e d u I c
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THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE IS LOOKING TO HIRE
Campus News Editors Commentary Editors
Arts & Entertainment Editors
Sports Editors
Copy Chief
Copy Editors
Assistant Editors
Webmaster
Assistant Webmaster
Photo Editors
Photo staff
Web Video Editor
Advertising Representatives

for the 02-03 fall & spring semesters.
Interested? Pick up an application at 623 S. Wabash, Rm. 205
If you have any questions, please call Chris Richert at (312) 344-7432.
Students must be in good academic standing and enrolled in the fall semester. For newspaper editor positions, you should
be taking and/or have taken the core courses in Journalism or Photography. Knowledge of word processing and QuarkXpress is
required , but not for all positions. All editors must be available on Tuesday for the College Newspaper Workshop class and
our staff meeting as well as every Friday for production of the paper.

Be a member of the

Nintendo Street Team

•

•
Must be 18 or over. Casting
materials must be received
by June 14, 2002. Go to
www.nintendostreetteam.com
for more details.

(Nintendo")

Not i nterested in flipping
burgers all summer?
We're looking for energetic
people to be part of the
Nintendo Street Team.
If you want to play video games all
summer, go to cool events and get paid doing
it, then this job is for you. To audition, go to
www.nintendostreetteam.com and download a
casting sheet, or stop by any participating
Circuit City location to pick one up. Then, send
it in with a 2-minute videotape telling us why
you should be part of the team.
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COMMENTARY
Columbia Chronicle Editorials
Land grab by college is beneficial Mansion no place for students
Believe it or not, Columbia had a productive year. For the past few years, the
college's main goal and primary focus,
besides education, has been to expand
physically. With several real estate projects on the horizon, Columbia is transforming the South Loop into its own vast
campus.
The South Loop has long been considered Co lumbia's domain. Each year, as
Columbia 11cquires more and more land
and buildings, this dominance continues
to grow.
Although the school d id not build or
open any major buildi ngs thi s academic
year (except for the president's Gold
Coast mansion), several projects were
finalized and firmed up in the past two
semesters- all with rea listic potential to
benefit the college.
The first notable future addition to the
school wi ll be the "super dorm," aka the
University Center of Ch icago. Seven
hundred Columbia students wi ll be able
to live a block and a half from the college in this faci lity, along with an estimated I ,000 othe r students from nearby
Roosevelt and DePaul universities. The
$1 30 million bui ld ing will also house
35,000 square feet of retail space on the
ground floor. Housing costs will range
from $650 per month for dorm-sty le
rooms to $850 per month for apartmentstyle quarters.
It is a shrewd move on Columbia's part
to get involved with th is project. Nearly
400 people were on the wait ing li st to
move into one of Columbia 's two dorms
last semester. Altho ugh the college is
mostly known for being a school of
commuters, creating additio nal liv ing
facilities is a necessity for one of the
largest arts and communication colleges
in the country. This prov ides the college
with more showcase capabilities in addit ion to be ing attractive to out-of-state
students. Also, the cost of living in the
Un iversity Center is quite reasonable
considering its location is in o ne o f th e
mo re pricey neighborhoods in the c ity.
Groundbreaking fo r the do rms is expected fo r sometime in June, with completion slated for three y ears fro m now.
Anot her lo ng overdue step the college
has taken to ens ure a sense of community is the much-antic ipated student unio n.

The $35-million building is to be constructed on the site of the Buddy Guy's
Legends blues club. De lays on re locating the club, however, have he ld up the
project for quite some time. The college
is still actively pursuing outside donations as part o f President Warrick L.
Carter's capital campaign to aid in fu nding the union. The b uilding is expected
to house galleries, meeting areas, and
performance space, as well as a lounge,
a food service and possibly a bookstore ,
according to Bert Gall, Co lumbia 's
executive vice president.
Again, though the college attracts commuters from the suburbs and other parts
of the c ity, a place for students to go o n
their downtime between classes is desperate ly needed. A larger space with
better faci lities is essential. Devoting an
enti re building to students, rather than a
section like the Hokin Gallery
U nderground Cafe and Annex or
Herman D. Conaway Center, is a must.
Most colleges and universities around
the country already have student unions
similar to the one Columbia is planning.
It really is about time the college recognizes this and contin ues to take the necessary steps to strengthen the school
communi ty.
There is no doubt that an urban college
faces challenges in building placement
and available services for its students,
but the college has made valiant efforts
in using accessible resources to contin ue
to pursue what facilities are in the students' best interest.
Unfortunately, property va lue keeps
climbing in the South Loop, which may
prove challenging for Columbia to keep
steady on its physical expansion .
Allocating the appropriate funds to continue buy ing buildings and land may not
be a realistic option in the very near
fu ture because of sky rocketing property
prices.
Let 's hope real estate prices don' t keep
the college from continuing to s tretch its
legs. Expansion of Columbia not only
benefits its students , but also the entire
Sout h Loop neig hborhood .
Ha ving
these innovat ive projects will continue
to breath new life into the So uth Lo op,
making it the educat io nal corner of
Chicago.

Earlier this year, after months of speculation, the college finally admitted to its students and faculty that it had purchased a
multimillion-dollar Gold Coast mansion for
President Warrick L. Carter.
The revelation of this news caused something of an uproar in the college community, resulting in many people questioning the
college's wisdom in making this decision.
One of the biggest issues that members of
the college community were upset about
was the timing. Many people were angry
that the administration would spend millions of dollars during a time of severe economic recession-a time when students
were struggling to keep up with ever-rising
tuition and to make ends meet.
The college rebutted the critics of the purchase by claiming that the mansion would
not only serve as the residence of the college president, but also as a college space
that would be used for school functions and
fund raising.
"We expect the president to use the residence as an entertaining venue, not simply
just as a private facility. This provides the
opportunity for Dr. Carter to invite students
into his home for meetings, small performances and informal gatherings," said Alton
Harris, former chairman of the Columbia
Board of Trustees who initiated the purchase
of
the
mansion.
In October of2001, shortly after the college announced the mansion's purchase,
Carter said, "We'd like to use the public
space to feature student works of art and
host openings for the exhibits. We are also
in the process of organizing the student
government and other committees who
would uti Iize this space."
However, several weeks ago, the college
announced the criteria that events planners
need to meet in order to be el igible to use
Carter's house as a venue.
According to an email from the president's office, events that qualify to be held
at the president's house will be limited to
ones that are "college-wide in importance
and scope"; that provide "major fundraising
opportunities"; and that include the presence of "high-profile individuals and campus guests."
For a college as diverse as Columbia,
these regulations seem extremely restricti ve.
First, limiting eligible events only to those
that are collegewide immediately elimi-

nates numerous departmental functions.
Second, by restricting nonfundrai~ing
events, the school disallows the showcase
of student work for public viewing~ome
thing for which Carter specifically said he
wanted the house to be used.
Third, the required presence of high-profile campus guests would make the informal gatherings that Carter said he hoped to
have ineligible.
Strict limitations such as these are completely unnecessary.
It's not as if we're asking to throw keggers
at the Carters' mansion.
The events that would be held there would
be respectable events held by Columbia's
many student organizations.
If the aforementioned limitations were not
restrictive enough, there is one more detail
organizers will have to wrestle if they wish
to hold their events at the mansion.
By far, the most absurd o f the restrictions
is the requirement that Dr. or Mrs. Carter be
present at any function held at the mansion-and the president has said that there
will be no flexibility on this point.
The mansion is the property of Columbia
College Chicago, not Warrick L. Carter.
That means it belongs to every student
who pays tuition and every faculty member
who receives a paycheck.
While Carter is president, the mansion is
his home. But since the Carters' living quarters are separate from the public areas of the
house, there is absolutely no reason that the
presence of another college official shouldn't qualify as adequate supervision.
It would be nice if Carter would be able1o
attend student events and get to know students better, but requiring that he be there is
ludicrous considering his tremendously
busy schedule, which sometimes includes
time spent traveling as far away as Japan.
By placing these particular rules on events
held at the mansion-especially the regulation that the Carters must be there to supervise--the college has gone back on its
promise that the mansion would be a valuable and accessible asset to the entire college community.
If the college's administrators decide to
keep these ridiculous requirements in place,
they are not in any way serving their students. All they will have accomplished is
spending a reported $4.35 million of the
college's money simply to show off.
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Time to take a stand on the death
penalty in Illinois

COLUMBIA
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By Katie Walsh
Commentary Editor
After completing a two-year
study, Gov. George Ryan's
commission on the death
penalty released a report on its
fi ndings last month. The
results call for changes that are
rather surprising. The report
did not call for the total abolition of the death penalty, even
though the study primarily
concluded that there can never
be any guarantee that innocent
persons wi II be spared and no
longer wrongly convicted.
The panel, consisting of
three prosecutors, a retired
j udge and an attorney general
representative, was commissioned by Ryan two years ago
after he declared a moratori urn
on Illino is' death penalty.
According to the NAACP
Legal Defense Fund, there are
presently 175 inmates on death
row in Illinois.
The report issued by the
panel would exonerate a number of those sitting on death
row, but not all.
According to the report, the panel has
made the fo ll owing recommendati ons :
The death penalty should o nly be considered for those who have killed a police
officer or fi refi ghter; killed while incarcerated- meaning a guard or inmate;
committed a murder involving torture; or
murdered two or more people.
The panel does not see fit to consi der
the death penalty for defendants who
have committed premeditated murder;
killed a child yo unger than 12; ki lled an
adult older than 60; killed a disabled person despite prior knowledge of the victim's d isability; or killed a person in a
drive-by shooting.
The panel's recommendations are jawdropping to those who have lost a child
or an elderly loved one at the hands of a
murderer.
The recommendations are hypocrit ical
and will create a complex web of confusion around an inmate 's eligibility for the
death penalty.
There is no black and white on the
death penalty issue when it comes to
murderers- people who have violated
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the human rights of another person. To
pick and choose which murders are
he inous and horrific enough to warrant
the death penalty is arbitrary. It s imp ly
cannot be done in an eth ical manner.
A person who has lost a I 0-year-old
daughter to rape and murder is no less
entitled the justice provided by the death
penalty than a person who has lost a ISyear-old daughter in the same manner.
Both are unspeakable acts and do not
deserve di fferent treatment under the law
simply because of the victim's age .
Statistics show the probability is high
that convicts who commit crimes against
children wi ll do so again, yet they do not
quali fy for the same punishment as convicts who commit crimes against adults .
A prime example: In Arizona, Jimmy
Lee Gray, who was released from prison
on parole after e ight years for the murder
of a 16-year-old girl , went on to kidnap,
sodomize and suffocate a 3-year-old girl
in 1976. In 1984, Benny Lee Cha ffin,
also released on parole for ki lling a child
years before, went on to rape and kill a
9-year-old girl in Oregon. These are
only two cases, but could be sim ilar to

ones that could occur in Illinois if something is not done.
If the panel wants to see serious
results, they must take a stance either
against or in support of the death pe na lty.
If Gov. Rya n wants to see results, he
must decide for himself whethe r he is for
the death penalty or not. The middle-ofthe-road goal Ryan is trying to achieve is
unacceptab le.
If Ryan expects the panelists to reveal
a way to determine positive guilt in all
cases, he is truly kidding himself.
This is an impossible task.
He has o ne of two choices. Ryan can
either accept that there will be flaws in
the system and allow the death penalty in
Illinois desp ite its flaws and that the pros
outweigh the cons, or he can choose to
push for the abolition of the death pena lty as a result of the flaws being greater
than the justice.
Either way, there are 175 lives hanging
in limbo because Ryan can not decide
which way to turn . Ryan needs to make
up his mind and be ready to take responsibility for whatever his choice may be.
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Bikers to drivers: 'Give us a brake!'
By David Arter
Staff Writer
I was riding my new bike eastbound on Congress Parkway
toward Columbia last week. Bicycling for transportation and
fo r fun is my main thing in the s ummertime.
So there I was, making good time on Congress in the right
lane when, out of nowhere, at least for the driver, BANG' I
bounced off the gri ll of a utility van with my hip, rib cage,
thigh, calf, and forearm, somehow managing not to hit the
pavement. It was quite divi ne really. T he tail just kind of
popped out, but I kept my ba lance, like Walter Payton bouncing
otT a huge tackler.
I saw the whole incident unfold. Though, when you're on a
bike, sometimes you really don't have much of a choice when
somebody flares up all eight cylinders to cut otT the oncom ing
traffic (namely myself) and race into that alley, loading dock or
street.
But, you want to know the first thing I thought of as I peddled over the bridge? "The mayor's office is telling me that
Chicago is the best big city in the whole country for biking!"
In its November issue, Bicycling named Chicago the " Best
Cycling City in the United States for a community with a population of more than I million." Bicycling rated citi es on the ir
bicycling infrastructure, the involvement of bicycle advocacy
groups and the bike culture.
This came shortly after the League of American Bicyclists, a
group of more than 30,000 cyc lists nationwide, named Bike
Chicago 200 I the " Best Bicycling Event in the Nation" last
month. Bike C hicago 200 I, sponsored by the Mayor 's Office

of Special Eve nts, included more than I 00 bicycle-themed
events throughout the city last May.
Even with a score of awards, Chicago remains dangerous turf
for bicyclists. If you are going to hit the streets in this concrete Amazon, please, keep the radar on at all times. As a
Chicago biker, you need to not only know what's go ing on in
front of you, but who's coming behind you, what's coming out
of that a lley, what's that walker doing, what 's that other biker
doing, etc.
Riding a bike in Chicago is much like playing the videogame
"Paper Boy," though you don't have the option to start over.
I' m not joking at all. We're never going to be able to get on
our bikes and ride leisurely from our neighborhoods to the
museum, lake, or what have you, admiring the architecture or
the park.
C hicago riding does have advantages that I, as a rider, can
speak of. Overall, I commend Mayor Richard M . Daley for the
work he's done for bikers s ince he formed the Mayor's Bike
Advisory Counc il, includ ing adding more than 100 miles of
bike paths and adding countless bike racks around the c ity.
But I don' t recall Daley ever pedaling his way from to City
Ha ll unless it was some special event. I wonder why?
I think the City of Chicago now needs to focus its attention
on getting drivers aware of bicyc les on c ity streets. With a ll
the good biking does for health, the environment and personal
finan ce, bikers need protection.
On May 23, there was a public meeting centering on the further development of biking in Chicago. From improvements in
bike paths, to how the c ity can encourage bicycling and what
role law enforcement plays in preventing bicyc le accidents, this
meeting dealt with how cyc ling can be improved in the c ity.
The meet ing, focused on the Bike 2010 Plan.
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COWMBIA'S VOICES
The wonderful additions he made to
my library when he cleared out his
office as Television chair: incredible old
editions of writers like James Joyce,
James Agee, and Thomas Wolfe.
The bruises I happily suffered after
being whacked, in a loving way, with
his cane, and the sore feet I gladly tolerated after he "accidentally" ran me over
with his can . The conversation we had
when I asked about the zero-to-60 speed
he co uld reach on the can.
His wonderful way of cutting through
pretentio usness and bulls--- (the man
had the best of a ll possible bulls--detectors), with lines like " F-----(name), you have no f------ idea what
the hell you' re f------ talking about."
Ed co uld pull that off, suffering no
fools.
He loved Columbia with all of his big,
loving, and ki nd hean, underneath that
wonderfully curmudgeonly and cantankerous and thought-provoking exterior.
The college lost a leader and a great
teacher who reached and to uched
many.
I lost a mento r and a role model.
Even well before he passed, when
confronted with something or another, I
found myself asking WW ED: "What
would Ed do?"
The answers always served me well.

No harm intended by
letter to the editor
I wrote a letter that was published in
the May 20, 2002 issu~ of the Chronicle
in regard to my shon film. I see that I
made a mistake in naming people
invo lved. I feel very passionate about
this project and in the heat of the
moment, I made accusations that were
not thought out, and I would like to apologize to anyone who was personally or
professionally hun by my statements.
- Erol Beraha/Senior

Boycotting baseball
game might stick it to
players and fans
I think that fans everywhere should
boycott one baseball game. I mean don' t
go to the ballpark or watch a game on
television, before the All-Star game. Both
owners and players lose out without the
fans. This way, maybe fans can send a
strong message to the players and O\'mers
that the fans sho uld not have to s uffe r
because of the ir squabbling.
-Tro~·

Look, I know our parents shelled out
some big money for us to come here, but
did you have to pander to them by letting a man who could be my great
grandfather try to speak to crowd of
uninterested grads!
So we will be graced with his antiquated wisdom and past memories as we
squirm and sweat in our loaned gowns
(we must return them fo llowing our
three-hour nap).
I have been encouraged to shoot for
the stars from the moment I entered
Columbia. Teachers and administrators
have told me to go for the biggest story
and seek the biggest interviews, so I
thought they would practice some reciprocity, when planning the biggest day
of our young adult lives.
Even a return visit from last year's
speaker, Harold Ramis, who hit his peak
in the waining days of the twentieth century, would have been a more prudent
choice. Ramis wrote " Animal House,"
and directed modem c lassics like
"Groundhog Day." Arkin's acted in
" Here Comes the Russians" and "Catch22" , I haven' t heard of them either.
Anyway, congratulations to my fellow
graduates of the class of2002, and I'll
see you on June 2nd. Will someone bring
me a pi llow?
-Brian Lavio/Senior

Kaiser/Reader

Snubbing of the ~rst
lady as grad speaker
inappropriate at UCLA
As a UCLA Library School graduate
(M.L.S., 1983), I could not possibly
agree more with ·the online column in the
Feb. 25 issue of the Chronicle, about this
shameful action aimed at the First Lady.
Th is is ALL ABOUT politics and has
nothing to do with merit. This action by
the students and the caving in by facul ty
makes me sick! (I will let them know
what this grad thinks anyway.)
- Dia na F itzger a ld/Reader

Tell us what you think of
what we're giving to you. The
Chronicle would like to hear
from you!
Submit your thoughts on
anything you read in the
Chronicle in a letter to the
editor.

- Wade Roberts/Acting Director,
Inter active
Multimedia

Students and teachers
remember Ed Morris
A s a student in the Tele vision depanment. I believe we must never forget all
the wonderful lessons that Ed Morris
taught us. lie was a not onl) a professor
and mentor for students, but also a friend
"ho a lwavs fou nd time fo r students and
ah,ays ~ad an open door. I hope that in
his honor, the Tele' is ion depan mcnt will
stri' c to keep his dedicat ion to students
ali'e for many years to come and never
forget his legacy in the televisio n industr: and his legacy at Columbia. lie will
truly be missed.

Columbia lacks
impressive grad
speakers
As a grad uating senior, I was excited for
the graduation ce remonies next week.
About 40 grand later, we can dress up in
funny go" ns and let our parents ooh and
ahh over our accompli shments. And that
is what it is, our accomplishment. So I
was disappointed to see the list of speak ers for the graduation on June 2.
As the largest fi lm school in the co untry, you wo uld think we could rope in a
stellar Hollywood speaker who could
speak to o ur generation on our very special day. To my disappointment, I found
out that our graduation ceremony would
feature a honorary degree bestowed upon,
the one, the only, (are you ready) Alan
Arkin. For those of yo u not familiar (as I
was not), Mr. Arkin is an aging
Hollywood actor who hit his peak sometime before the Reagan ad ministration.

- Justin A. Kulovsek/Sophomore
I'll a lways remember Ed Morris for
myriad things, but especia lly these:
Upon receiving an invitation to some
event that spec ified "business attire," I
asked his advice. Ed 's reply (with expleti ves deleted) was something like "That
doesn't mean what YOU wear to work,
Robens. It means what people like me
wear to work."

The Columbia Chronicle photo poll
Question: What Is the most stand-out event at Columbia?
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Their garden.

GRAND OPENING
circled by a garden,
embraced by the city.
You'd be surprised what other condos call a garden.
But at State Place, we have the real thing-extensive
private terraces of trees and flowers, elevated four stories
above the street.
Each of State Place's four buildings has its own architectural
character, and they're all set above a fu ll block of shops,
parking and great amenities. Come discover w hat Chicago's
motto, "City in a Gard en",
really means. Visit State Place today.

ONE, TWO AND THREE BEDROOMS PRICED FROM $189,800.
1111 South State Street
Sales Center now open: 1140 South Wabash
Open Weekdays 11AM- 6PM
Weekends 11AM- SPM or by appointment

www.StatePiaceChicago. com

312-957-1177
'(i)
=:.."":111

Exclusive marketing agenl.· Frc1nkel & Gtfes.Developed by St<lte Street Associdtes, L.L.C., a joint venture between
Mesirow Stein Real Estate, Inc. , Northern Realty Group, Ltd., and Near North Properties, Inc.
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For over 100 years, the Erie
Neighborhood House has served as
an anchor for the West Town ,
Humboldt Park and Logan Square
communities. Since its establishment
in 1870, the Erie Neighborhood
House has evolved into a structure
that promotes civic engagement while
uplifting the community. The center
serves primarily low-income families
and immigrants in the Chicagoland
area. Some of the programs are:
adult education and child care, as
well as job-training programs .
Core Values:
•To affirm the dignity and capacity of
all persons to reach their fullest
potential
•To strengthen the voice of the disenfranchised in shaping their future
•To embody a spirit of service and
respect
•To force creative solution and promote social change

M!J 28, 2002
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t£rie ~ien6orliood!House
1707 W. Superior St.
Cnicago, II 60622
312-563-5800
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Mac OSX

The Wortd's Most Advanced Operating System.

Live it u .

Mac OS Xis Apple's industrial strength operating
system, combining the power and stability of UNIX
with the elegance and simplicity of the Macintosh.
The new Aqua interface features a more intuitive
user experience, with a new Finder and the Dock.

Student Discounts direct from
Apple make it possible.

iTunes
Rip, Mix Bum.

iMovie
Movlemaklng for the Masses.

:...

. .
:

} ' t ,l

iMovie is the standard home moviemaking
program. Just import your footage from your
digital camcorder, and start editing. iMovie
includes a number of transitions and effects that
help you enhance your mo1~e.

\X'ith a Mac. College Life takes on a \Yhole
new meaning. \\!rite term papers in Microsoft
\VorcL rip your CDs to MP3s with iTunes, chat
with AOL Instant I\lessengec and perform
complex mathematical analysis \Yith Mathematica.
And do it in style with Apple's award-winning
product line, all discounted ·ust for Students.

L1

iPhoto

.; Import. Organize. Share.

What itunes does for music, iPhoto does for
photo[rapJly. iPhoto imports pictures off of your
digital camera, helps you organize them however
you like, and then gives you a multitude of
different ways to share your pictures

rl
I

'

For more information, or to get your special Student Discount, visit:
llr "' ·.· :-:-·~.r·
~""~..:;..\.'!:,!;;:';;.;;;~

- ... -.....::.'"!.:.: ....
:.~

~
li)

iDVD

u

Create DVDs on your Desktop.

S!

Now that you have iMovies and photos to share,
gi1•e it to everyone on a DVD. iDVD lets you build
custom DVDs playable in any DVD Player, using your
iMovies, ph oro slideshows from iPhoto, and music
from your iTunes !Jbrary. Requires SuperDrive.
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Starting at S1,.049

The eMac is Apple's education-exclusive Mac.
offering an exceptional value at a kJ.,, price. The
eMac has a fast G4 processor at -oo ~iHz. a roomy
17" display, and a handy CD-R0~1 drive or r,,pt;onal
Combo (DVD-ROM/CD-R\t') Dri,·e upgr3de.

iBook

r!~-

Starting at $1,149

iTunes lets you do all of the above: rip your
music onto your Mac, mix playlists of your music,
and then bum them onto a CD to take anywhere
with you. It also lets you transfer music onto MP3
Players like Apple's own iPod.

Q.

~
.
.

eMac

•. ...
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Making the digital lifestyle ponable is simple
with the iBook. Featuring all the power of it's
desktop counterparts, the iBook comes with a fullsized keyboard, a 5-to-6 hour battery life. and
f.. · ·--""' --=·~.......~
either a 12" or 14'' screen.

The ne\Y iMac
Starting at $ 1,349

The new i'.lac is the emboctn·e:n of the D:g;:.al
Lifestyle: G-! power. an opuona: ':;perDrin' 0\'DR/CD-R\'\'. a free-floating 1; " Fb: P..md Dls~!J,·.
and the full compliment of pon~ :"r .ll! of -.T•;;r
digital de1·ice<.

PowerBook G4
Starting at $2.349

All the power of the G-! in a ; ,4 pound.
Titanium-clad enclosure that features an
expansi1•e 15.2" screen. 66-- or 800'.1Hz of G~
power, and a slot-loading DVD-RO.\l CO-R\\'
Combo Drive for buming COs and pl:ning 0\ D~.
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The Apple Store for Education
Power ~lac G-t

Columbia College

Starting at $1,252
Brin~ing

at:

http://www.apple.com/education/store/
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By Kevin B. O'Reilly
Assistant Editor
From sculpture to oil painting to elephant dung, it seems
artists have used almost every imaginable medium in their
attempts to express their interpretations of the Bible and
Christianity.
Whether it's Leonardo DaVinci's "The Last Supper,"
Michelangelo's paintings in the Sistine Chapel or
Mapplethorpe's " Piss Christ," each representation tells us
something about the artist and his spiritual point of view.
So what does it tell us about "the Rev." Brendan Powell
Smith that he has chosen LEGO building blocks to illustrate Bible stories from both the Old and New
Testaments?
That's right, LEGO. Smith, an atheist and not actually
a clergyman, has created "The Brick.. Testament"
(www.bricktestament.com), a collection of more than 50
Bible stories illustrated using only LEGO pieces. Well,
that's not entirely true. He does admit to occasionally
using a magic marker or a knife to modify the pieces and
creating the sky backgrounds digitally.
Each scene is created with the kind of attention to detail
attributed to fi lm production designers and is annotated
by the Biblical text it illustrates.
"About 95 percent of the time, the version used is the
New Jerusalem Bible, chosen for its generally accurate
translation into readable contemporary English," Smith

explains on the site.
Smith photographs each scene with a digital camera,
resulting in up-close images in which some characters are
blurred because they are out of the camera's depth of
field. Since this is an effect we immediately associate
with photographs of people, it actually lends realism to
the imagery, though obviously we are looking at molded
plastic figures.
After he photographs each scene, Smith-who lives in
Mountain View, Calif.- tears it down so he can recycle
the pieces for the next story.
"The Brick Testament" site, which was started in
October 2001, gets about 200,000 hits a month, according
to Smith. The artist, who majored in religion and philosophy in college, said he lost his religion at 13, but wondered how so many of his friends continued believing in
a text he found so bizarre.
" I have a fascination with Bible stories from this outsider's perspective," Smith said. "How is it that people
accept this giant book full of ancient stories about war,
grotesque violence, and blatant racism, featuring a God
with a quick temper and bizarre sense of j ustice and a son
ready to cast unbelievers into eternal hellfire as proof of
an all-loving, merciful creator who warrants human worship?"
Though constructed on a miniature scale, Smith's scenes
bring home with crystal clarity the terror of many Biblical
stories.
For example, in illustrating the story of Noah's ark and
the flood, Smith shows the rising waters by removing the

legs of the LEGO figures so that they appear to be waistdeep in the blue LEGO panels that represent the water. In
the next picture, only their heads and arrns above the
water.
Pathetically, one woman in the foreground holds her
baby aloft, attempting to save it from drowning.
When the flood is over and Noah's family and the animals walk on dry land, they are confronted by dozens of
skeletons scattered about. One severed head grins maniacally at the camera. It is with such detai ls that Smith
comments on the Bible and the Old Testament's vengeful
God, pictured here as a white-bearded man with a permanent scowl.
The stories are so graphic that they are rated according
to a scheme even family-values maven Bill Bennett
would love: N = nudity, S = sexual content, V = violence
and C = curs ing. The story of Cain and Abel is rated
NSVC. The story of Sodom and Gomorrah, however, is
rated only NSV.
Of course, Smith has fun with the material. The
"Instructions on Marriage" picture set includes a risque
S-rated illustration of the following text from
Corinthians: "The husband must give to his wife what she
has a right to expect. And so too the wife to her husband."
I'll leave that to your imagination.
"The Brick Testament" continues to grow, as Smith has
a long way to go before he runs out of Bible stories to
illustrate.
" After eight months and more than 50 stories, there is
still plenty more to come," Smith promises.

God saw that the earth
was corrupt and lawless.

By Ryan McGady
Staff Editor
On June 14, the curtain wi ll open on a
whole new genre in theater and the
Chicago theater scene is going to get a
fresh breath of the satirical culture that drives it-the youth.
"'MTV theater-as disgusting as it may
sound to those who prefer to appear intelligent by consistently dissenting from any
accepted behaviors or opinions-will
become the genuine reflection of what
appeals to the future theatergoer," according to C'est La Vie's art director Brian
Laduca.

Interview
with
'Insomnia'
director
Christopher
Nolan
(page 22)

God speaks to the survivors and sends a rainbow to symbolize his
promise to never destroy
life again.

What on earth is he talking about? He's
talking about this summer's groundbreaking production being put on by the upstart
theater company, C'est La Vie. He's talking about "Goo"!
What is "Goo"? "Goo" is a theatrical sitcom fi lled with original songs, outrageous
dance numbers, laugh tracks, and quickwitted humor reflecting the pop culture we
li ve in. Al so described as "Three's
Company" meets "Friends" with a dash of
"Diff'rent Strokes" meets "The Wonder
Years," the final result is a power-packed
hour and 45 minutes with no intermissions. Essentially, it's a satire of the
social, cultural and personal implications
with which modem sitcoms inundate us.

C'est La Vie, led by the brilliantly determined Brian Laduca, are about to embark
into a gray area of the theater world, combining unusual e lements from an array of
sugar-coated cultural icons.
Laduca is a graduate from the University
of Illinois' theater program and has spent
the past five years fine-tuning fast-paced
theater that oozes with awe-inspiring
youthful energy.
Laduca's troupe consists of both professional actors and actors who were not theatrically trained.
Performers Patrick
Smith and Cara Mantrell have blossomed
into truly potent forces under Laduca's
di rection, but other newcomers and technical staff from Col umbia are providing the

additional magic to pull off a piece of this
magnitude:
Columbia student Brandon Lewis is the
production manager and has hired
Columbia students Matthew "OP" Ulum
and Jason Epperson to be the sound and
lighting designers, respectively. Ulum
faces the challenge of incorporating a variety of candid original songs within a fastpaced flashy comedy that Epperson will
attempt to smooth out with a well-balanced lighting scheme. Laduca is known
for his overlapping "ER"-esque dialoguewriting skills that will keep Epperson
more than busy with nonstop lighting cues.
Columbia student Diana Myers will be

See Goo, page 22

Inside Arts ancl Entertainment
Roman
Coppola's
directorial
debut, 'CQ'
(page 26)

Summer
concert
lineup
(page 25)
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Christopher Nolan talks to Chicago critics
By Allison Clark
Staff Writer
Director Christopher Nolan was at Pipers Alley, 1608 N.
Wells St., for a special screening of his new film,
" Insomnia." Immediately following the screening, he
hosted a question-and-answer session. The film was
released nationwide last week.
" Insomnia" tells the story of the murder of a 17-yearold girl in a small Alaskan town. L.A. Detective Will
Dormer (AI Pacino) and his partner, Hap (Mart in
Donovan) travel to the nonhern town-where the monthlong " midnight sun" means the region suffers from perpetual sunlight.
They discover a suspect-secluded author Walter Finch
(Robin Williams). In a chaotic attempt to apprehend him,
shots are fired and, in the confusion, Hap is fatally
wounded.
Coupled with the guilt from Hap's death and the eve{~,
lasting day light, Dormer cannot sleep. Aside feeling '·
responsible for his partner's death, Dormer's stress rises
as the L.A. Police Department's internal affairs threaten
to review his past cases.
Sleep-deprived and strained, Dormer pulls Finch into,. ,
his dreams, where the two corruptly aid each other, trying
to prevent anyone from knowing their sinfu l secrets.
Soon. a local police officer Ellie Burr (Hillary Swank,
"Boy 's Don't Cry") uncovers Finch's plot and the trio
•
enter into psychological games.
According to Nolan, "[Swank] plays a very important
character."
" I interviewed many female actors for the role and she ,
was the only one I could imagine pulling ir off," he,said.
"[Williams] and [Pacino] are both·incredible·perfoiiners ;
with lots of control," he said. " For me it was just a question of discussing the characters with them."
Williams was Nolan's first choice to play the villain.
" We were in agreement that the most interesting way to

portray [Finch] was for him to seem ordinary; to keep him
conversational," he said. "This made him that much
scarier."
Williams is well known for his comedic roles in " Mrs.
Doubtfire," "Jack" and the recent dark comedy " Death to
Smoochy." Playing the villain in "Insomnia" is not an
unfamiliar role, though. He has played serious roles in
"Good Will Hunting" and "Good Morning Vietnam."
Pacino has played a cop in films such as "Serpico" and
" Heat." In "The Godfather" series, "Carlito's Way" and
"Donnie Brasco" he played characters on the other side of
the law. Nolan said Pacino brought a lot of his police
expertise to the si::i,.,~_;, ····.
·
.d" l-le's. studied cops an,d.•~.~~;,ar:ound them a lot," he
sat .
photo courtesy of Warner Brothers
"Insomnia" is Nqlan's third feature film and his first
big:.filld~~ HollywooifJio-v\~. He directed the indepen- Director Christopher Nolan: (far left) directs AI Pacino
dent thritler:~·Memento" in 2000. The film took a trip into (far right) in 'Insomnia.'
the, mind of a 'revenge~s_!:~king husband who coul? not
create new.,memories. Nolan•directed tlrtHilm by 'revealing the: present first an!!,,\\).~;~ last. The non-chrono- sion.
logical style and subliminal story,telling resulted in
"Like Christopher Nolan , we loved the original film,"
"Memento" widespreaapopularity with critics.
Witt said, "but we viewed it as so culturally spec ific that
The same sort of storytelling is, fPIII\IUP " Insomnia." we knew our version would not be a traditional remake or
Only th!s time Nolan useQ.,fl9llYw?JX! !Doney.
a literal translation."
.
wMaking.a}lpllywood.(ealllfe~" 11e'!:atd, "you have a lot
A few scenes of the film were subdued to make tt
more r~sponsibilities. You start baving to .explain your- acceptable to the mainstream, Nolan said, but the plot
points are the same.
self to a lot of people on,big;budgedilms." . .
"I had ~ary'llttle control ovel"the economies:~~~!! p$m~.,.... "It's very common for Hollywood to remake foreign
tinued: "[Thestudio] wouldn't tell you how mu61(things i,--• films," he said. "They do it all the time. There was a
cost. They'd say,/ Don' t worry your preJfy li)tle head."',' trend in Hollywood a few years ago when directors were
Aside from the. big bqdger; he said directii'llfid'-fbllyw'oo~ . ~;'-('~t5i~~!f.lg their own movies."
movie wasn't that much different from directing an indt!~l) -~, Nolari said he had an offer to remake his first feature
pettdent··film. "There are more sets and more trucks," he.,:.f!!~ ':Following," which won numerous awards at film
said.
festrvals. The story is about an unemployed writer who
"Insomnia" is a remake of a 1997 Norwegian film with becomes obsessed with learning about strangers by folthe same name. Screenwriter Hillary Seitz developed an lowing them and breaking into their apartments to study
American version of the film. Producer Paul Junger Witt their lives.
commented in a press release on how Seitz and the other
"It is all about the story," he said. "I would be happy to
producers wanted to adopt the film from its original ver- do a small film or a larger [film] in the future."

Goo
Continued from Page 21
designing the costumes and fellow student
Brad Norris will be working as the stage
manager. In fact, the drama group will be
practicing at Columbia's Getz Theater
every day until the performance.
Within the next couple of weeks, the city
of Chicago is going to be splattered with

"Goo." Hundreds of posters designed to
lure Chicago 20-somethings have been
hung in an attempt to create a muchdeserved buzz.
The ad campaign is
intended to draw out the lackadaisical theater crowd that is accustomed to attending
accepted fall or winter productions, but

that skips the smaller summer projects.
"Goo" is considered a "pilot episode" by
its 10-member board. If it consistently
fills the theater's 60 or so seats, the company will consider running it as part of a
short series with its two other already written scripts.

"Goo" runs from June 14 through June
30 at the WNEP Theater at 3209 N.
Halsted St. Tickets are $15 and can be
ordered by calling (773) 755-1693.

"SEE THIS SHOW!" -E!Ent~inm~News

t :OOPM, 2:30,3:45, 5:00, 7:00, 8:15

1555 W. lake St
Addison

Ticket sales: 630/932-0864
Group ticket sales: 630/889-1905
!1:20AM, !2:45PM, 4:40, 5:55, 7:10,8:30

llEG8Ax

Aptaklslc at Milwaukee
lincolnshire

LINCOLHSHIII!

847/541 -FllM

Ticket sales: 800/555-TELL
Group ticket sales: 847/229-8169

!O:OOAM, !2:40PM, 2:00,3:20,6:00, 7:20,8:40, 10:00'

"v v " ' • "
I"MAX.
T . . . . . . T .. •

...." "

Navy Pier 700 E. Grand
Chicago
3121595-0090

Ticket sales: 800/555-TELL
Group ticket sales: 312/595-0090 #5
•except Sun

Fri-Sun: 1:40PM, 2:55, 4:05,5:05, 7:30,9:45
Mon- Thurs: 1:30PM, 3:45,4:55,7:00,9:05

iMAX'
r .. c
at

A

r "' c

s...., lrldDft

Betw. Maple & Hobson on
Rt. 53 • Woodridge
630/434-CMAX

Ticket sales: cinemark.com
Group ticket sales: 630/434-2629 x258

TICKETS ON SALE NOWI
NO PASSES OR OI!)COUNI COUPONS ACCEPICO

GROUP
Starting May 5th, new Sunday performance schedule!
SHOW SCHEDULE
Wed +Thu8pm

Frl 7+10pm
Sot 4,7+10pm
Sun 3+6pm

CONTACT INFOAMATION
Box Office 773.348.4000
. . . . . . . 312.902.1500
Group Soles 773.348.3300
llckllsttlso ftVftll8bltal

__..

BRIAR STREET THEATRE

3133 North Halsted Chicago

1.800.BLUEMAN
www.blueman.com

BLUE MAN GROUP' S DEBUT ALBUM, AUDIO, AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE.
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MGM

CO M P A NY

INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING!

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a special advance screening of CO
on Thursday, May 30th at the
Loews Cineplex 600 N. Michigan Cinemas.
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. No purchase necessary.
Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible.

IN THEATERS FRIDAY, MAY 31ST!
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The Morris Minors Franken offers wiseacre
punk rock orchestra arMoo to col~~
In a joint effort with Colwnbia's AEMMP
Records, local band The Morris Minors
released their four-song EP Thursday, May 23.
The group took part with several other bands at
May Fest as part of the musical event, which
fearured genres of music ranging from blues to
jazz to rap and Afro-pop.
The band, who is described as a "pop-rock
orchestra laced with majestic songwriting and
breathtaking melodies, reminiscent of fellow
Chicago veterans, the Smashing Pwnpkins,"
was forrned in the fall of2000.
Members include vocalist and guitarist
Cameron McGill, bassist Gabe Grout, and
drwnmer Paul Cullen.
AEMMP Records, 624 S. Michigan Ave., is
a studio composed of about 15 students and
several advisers who perforrned specific duties
in putting the albwn together.
Colwnbia senior Kelly Moran, who is a
Music Business major, was the director of prorr.otions. Moran said that AEMMP received
demos from many different bands and decided
on The Morris Minors because they were the
best out of all the entries.
The Morris Minor was a British car popularized in the 1960s and was said to be the
"biggest small car in the world." The band
found hope in that sentiment and chose it as
their name.
Locally, the band's fan base has been growing. WKQX (IOI.IFM), WZNF (94.7FM),
and WXRT (93.1 FM) have played their songs.
The group has also played at the Metro, Double
·
Door, Schubas and Martyr's.
For the first time as a group, The Morris
Minors traveled to New York and perforrned at
Brownies. Although they were not really
known on the East Coast, they were lucky
enough to cross paths with producer Sal
Villanueva, who just produced the band
Thursday's new albwn. Villanueva set The
Morris Minors up with a show at Brownies and
according to McGill, Villanueva is making

which seemed to be enough to keep a
decent crowd on the store's third floor.
Franken may be most famous for his
"Saturday Night Live" sketch, "Daily
When's the last time you went to a book Affirrnations with Stuart Smalley." He
signing that turned into an improvisation- combined his comedic ability with a
al stand-up routine?
political science degree from Harvard
AI Franken, forrner " Saturday Night University to become a political satirist.
Live" cast member, read from his new Franken is a frequent guest on Bill
book, Oh, the Things I Know! May 15 at Maher's "Politically Incorrect"
Borders Books and Music, 830 N .
Franken's sarcasm fi lls the pages of Oh,
Michigan Ave. The book, as Franken the Things I Know, in chapters titled,
said, is "a cradle-to-grave guide to liv- " Oh, the Advice You Should Have
ing," which means it is full of honest Ignored," "Oh, the Orgasms You'll
advice for life. "I will not lie to you about Fake," " Oh the Politicians Who Will
your potential like the Dalai Lama," Disappoint You!," and "Oh, the People
Franken said.
You Must Trample to Get Ahead."
Franken then read from the chapter
In his "Oh, the Mistakes You'll Keep
titled "Oh, the Violent Television Your Repeating!" chapter, Franken wrote about
Children Will Watch!" in which Franken how his housekeeper gave him a message
writes about his son's sixth-grade report that he was supposed to speak at
on bestiality. The reading was followed Harvard's graduation. The truth was, he
by a question-and-answer session that was supposed to speak at Hartford State
kicked off the "stand-up" routine that Technical College. In his commencement
began when Franken was asked his opin- address he quoted Johann Wolfgang von
ion of President George W. Bush. Goethe, "A useless life is an early death."
Franken answered by say ing language is Franken !ben said, "In Goethe's terms,
not a strong point for Bush, especially most of you are already dead because
when he uses what would seem to be · most of you will live useless lives." Of,
comic book words like "evil doers," "infi- course, the graduates booed him .
nite justice" and "crusade."
Franken responded by giving them the
Franken was also asked who would win finger.
Franken's other book credits include
in a mud wrestling match between Tipper
Gore and Barbara Bush. "This is why I I'm Good Enough, I'm Smart Enough
love my fans. I' ll go with cardiovascular and Doggone It, People Lilce Me; Rush
endurance. I'll go with Tipper Gore. OK, Limbaugh Is a Big Fat Idiot and Other
Barbara, she's more v icious and has a Observations and Why Not Me?
weight advantage," Franken said.
Besijes writing books, Franken wrote
When asked if he received any negative the screenplay for "Stuart Saves His
feedback from Rush Limbaugh after he Family" and co-wrote "When a Man
wrote the book, Rush Limbaugh is a Big Loves a Woman" with Ronald Bass.
Fat Idiot and Other Observations,
Franken said there will not be a sequel
Franken said he could tell Limbaugh did- to "Stuart Saves His Family." He said,
n't like the book, but after it was pub- "In show business, when you lose $15
lished "[Limbaugh] lost 100 pounds. I million on a movie, the people in
saved his life-he d id not thank me."
Hollywood don't let you make any more
The laughing d ied down when Franken movies." Despite the comment, Franken
went o n a political rant, accompanied by said he just wrote a screenplay about a
a few wisecracks about the Bush/Gore small town that fights against Wal-Mart.
election, Enron and Arthur Andersen,

By Laurie Salgado
Staff Writer

By Celina Sumner
Staff Writer

Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle

Cameron McGill peforming with The Morris
Minors at MayFest, May 23.
plans to include The Morris Minors on a
compilation albwn to be released this fall that
would also include the band Thursday.
The Digital Club Network (www.dcn.com), a
Web site that casts live concerts on the Internet,
fearured The Morris Minors during their performance at Brownies. Anyone interested in
seeing a live performance can sign on to the
site and check them out
McGill also played a solo acoustic set in New
York at Niagara
The band played a short set at MayFest and
captured the attention of a modest crowd.
Students working for AEMMP walked around
promoting The Morris Minors. They talked to
fans about the band and handed out prom<r
tiortal materials.
The Morris Minors have also been doing plenty of self-promotion like offering free tickets on
their Web site (www.themorrisminors.com),
but according to McGill, it's hard to bust in to
the Chicago music scene.
" (The) negative and destructive forces of the
Chicago music mafia means you can only play
so much local ly," McGill said.
The band will continue to perforrn in the
Chicago area but plans to go beyond the city
and state limits to expand their fan base this fal l.
The Morris Minors next show is their CD
release party, June I, at the Double Door. They
will also be playing June 14 at The Note.

Shop crafts

plays

By Bridget O'Shea
Staff Writer

Universitv Spec a
Available Daily: 1pm to Close

one Deluxe Stuff!!d or

XL Thin
Crus~ Pazza
with One Toppmg

Plus One Pitcher of Soda

$12.991
''"~
.
Carryout

DIne-1n

d "" lfll' ottHJr o,.r. 0/W VIIJd
1
Pl•ast m•ntlon td w/lett or~er~~sr~~=1 :,~'~:r or,,,, 1.0. to ,.dHm orr•r.
tor dln..mand
on Y·

521 S. Dearborn

312-939-3366

Intersection of Dearborn & Congress

It is o ften difficult to create live-action
fight scenes on-stage and still manage to
make them look realistic. But Action
Theatre II 's Fight Shop pulls it off in a
series of two original one-act plays:
"Pinned" and " Diamondbac k Crypt. "
Perforrned at the Life line Theatre, 6912 N.
G lenwood Ave. in Rogers Park, both of
these plays contain choreographed fights
that add a kick of originality to these otherwise mediocre plays.
The fi rst perforrnance, "Pinned," takes
place backstage at a wrestling match as a
young professional wrestler named TNT
ponders leaving the wrestling profession to
become an actor. The main character
argues his point repetitively against the
opposition of his fellow wrestler, the
Grizzly. The manager, who has the aspiring actor under contract, is extremely vigorous about keeping TNT off the stage and
in the ring. The manager's voice booms
across the theater as she expresses how
completely appalled she is at this sudden
change in plans.
Although the acting was good, the play
moved rather slowly and was often repetitive. Also, " Pinned" included a fourth
character, a Mexican wrestler who is frantically trying to learn English and is constantly taking abuse from the wrestlers and
the manager. This character seemed unnecessary and added little to the performance.
Although the play itself was mediocre,
there were some fight scenes between TNT
and the G rizzly in which the moves were
we ll choreographed und looked very
belie vable.
One docs not usually put vampires in the
same category as the O ld West, however,
the second performance, "Diamondback

Crypt," centers on an Old Western town
invaded by blood-suck ing creatures.
Although mixing the Old West with gothic
horror seems original, there is something
cliche about the idea of any small town
being invaded by vampires. Much like
" Pinned," "Diamondback Crypt" had
decent act ing but a rather weak plot.
Taking place in the frontier town of
Diamondback, the play focuses on a .
madam and her saloon girls who plot to
take over the town and tum the townspeople into the living dead . They plan on starting with the men who come up from the
saloon to see them. When a traveling
stranger who claims to be a doctor comes
to "Diamondback," he offers to help the
sheriff with this problem. This leads to a
rather confusing ending where the true ro le
of the stranger seems a little unc lear.
Although the story of " Diamondback
Crypt" moves slowly and is a little confusing, this perforrnance did incorporate some
of the convincing, well choreographed
fightin g techniques used in "Pinned."
The actors in both of these perforrnances
are students at R&D Choreography's
Action Theatre II, an ensemble from the
Fight Shop Stage Combat Studio. Fight
Shop teaches a wide range of fighting techniques and how to use them effectively on
the stage. The pieces perforrned by Fight
Shop students are often accompanied by
live action commercials for local businesses or previews for upcoming shows, all of
which involve fights.
This is the Illino is premiere of"Pinned,"
which was written by John Meissner of
Columbia, Mo. "Diamondback Crypt,"
which is also making its debut in this presentation, is an original piece by the Action
T heatre II ensemble. " Pinned" nnd
" Diamondback Crypt" will run through
June 7. For more into nnation, call the
Lifeline Theatre at (773) 76 1-4477.
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Summer concerti to
look out for

Life moves you in many directions.

By Becky Crowe
Staff Wnter
\umtncr ts ~lm<nt here and corx-cn M"ason is ~ to he m
full'"'"ll OnlllC:y !IJ>Qn (June 20, nitcd Center ) 0-Tu"n
(June 1? , Prom C l\oc Center) I <M) Kta\ltz and Pink (Jul~
~(,, T"cctcr ('cmcr) and f<>m>er C\\ Kid on the Olocl J<'C)
\lclnt)rc (June 1~. llousc of Blues) arc the bo~; · n;unc pop
l»ndJ thAtiUc ((lmlni{IO lht- Chocal!o aru thos \ wnmcr.
1\hhoup. p.>pul.u .u1osts lolc ·:-: S)nc :md Chnstoru A ttuo lcra
xcm to b< In• of .1n inrlucmc thl\ sumn>er. punl, ahctrotl\c
and e<cl) other JlenrT of rnu<o.: "oil be hc•td around (hoc3go
I or the Nh) l>.l<>mel'l. there "'111 be a.:t\ \uch 3S The Gucs<
\\ lw ( ~I~) ~<. \ t:u I'IOJa lllC~rcr on ~l crnll\llle, lnd ). The
\lonlec• I c.•tu11nll I>•'~ J''"" and "' lll~ Dolcnt t'-b> 11.
\ IN l'l.v,, l1•c 1ter), the Be ado llo) s (June :; • T.-cctcr Ccntcr)
.and l'ctcr. l'nu l and M•l) (Jul) 2 ~. RJ\I no• Fest I\ alon
lloshbn..J l'••l )
On '•lui\IJ\, "~•> IS. () 101 lod.c..J ofT the summer concen
"'oth JJJnho:11cc 2()(12 The con.:cn lt~tured band< <uch
~' II. to.l R11.. lo., lcn.),tOUi ll. D.>shh03rd Confcssion31, Thun<Lay
Jnd l ' n"' IItten I ""·just to n3mt a fc"
llc.-Ju\(' there arc to nuny C\ln«IU to cJ-ooos<, from. here ts
~ h>t ••fcorl\:cr1> that "-til~ v.urth ~our tome :md monc:y this
summer.

Doc1or T.ocher CPA
lowy.r Arli.t Prod..cer
Wn•r Sociol Y.brlter Fitemon

'<·"""

Tb~ V811.t

Warped Tour

With a fe~~turc band like Thursday, the
concert has iln CJ<c:c:llcnt 'h:&ncc of ~ina
one of lht- btst this summer. 1llcn lldd
Alkalit.c Trio. Bad RcliKion. ~ing
M olly. MAI'x, 0llTIA. Reel Big Fish.
Something Corpora~e. Boys Sets f'~ .
Anli· Fiai- tk.ath B) tcrco. Tiger Army, Riddlin' Kids..
Wanted lkad. Good Clwlont, P laces to Partt. llomc Grown,
AlhJtct, RX Banchts, Glusj aw, Mii!hly Mighty Bosstoncs.
New Found Gl«y. o UM" For A Name.' and I'OFX. and )OU
have a gmal ~"' {Jul) ~7. Tlofttcr Crotcr).

/
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s~~·~c=~~allcd Smol.in' Grooves, it
is hard 10 imagine: it "'oukl not be filled "' tth
~t' hoc &ruSts. Outbst. Lawyn Ifill, the
Roots and Jurusk S :uc the feature bwlds of
the tout amc>l1i other artists.

fi~~~~~~iill 8 96 S•••n Ba.s b
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Rubeo. fat ~.~h. b) ~ &nd ell)
(Jon:
Route 66 RA.."t"'-:t) in Joli<1l
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Roman Coppola's first film an ambitious debut
By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor
Roman Coppola's directorial debut
"CQ" explores many dualities. Set in
I '169. the film is about the making of two
fi lms. The first is a " Barbarella"-l ike scifi fi lm cal led "Codename: Dragonfly"
and the other is the director 's personal
narrative.
The main c haracter, Paul (Jeremy Davies). is an American filmmaker working
in France. By taping every mundane
moment, Paul believes he will expose
what's "honest and real" in life. He fantasizes about movie critics call ing him
"absolutely pretentious, indulgent" and,
at the same time. referring to him as
"Daring!" and "Mature!"
These dream critiques are a reflection
of Coppola's state of mind during the
film "s inception. "When I was working
on it. I was like 'this is the most brilliant
thing ever made- this is going to blow
everyone away,"' he said. "A day later,
when I re read what I had ... I was like

'this is just junk. It's self- indulgent."'
Coppola, the son of Francis Ford and
brother of Sophia, grew up around film
sets. Asi de from uncred ited roles in
"Apocalypse Now'' and "The Godfather:
Part II," Coppola has worked as second
unit director on " Bram Stoker's Dracula"
and on his sister 's directo ria l debut "The
Virgin Suicides." He also directed a
music video fo r Moby a nd a recent
Strokes concert on MTV2.
" Many of the films I admire and aspire
to make are very personal and uncomprom isingly unusua l and arty movies,"
he said in a suite at Ch icago's Four
Seasons Hotel. "A t the same time, I love
comi c books and playful stu ff; movies
like [1969 action film) ' Da nger:
Diabolik' that are so imaginative, fun
and far o ut."
"CQ" combines kitschy sc i-fi-<:omplete with sexy superheroes in tight
space suits, strange sound effects and
low-budget props- with a classic '60s
style with very natural colors and fluid,
hand-held camera motions.
"'The movie is composed of o pposites

Challenge 12 Mon§ter Coa§ter!!i!
Climb & contort through Deja Vu!!i twi!!itedne!!i!!i.
Ride the American Eagle - backward!!i!
Experience Vertical Velocity the next generation !!iupercoa§ter!
Raging Bull- the world'!!i fir§t "hyper-twi§ter''
roller coa§ter!
5oaking Wet Water Ride!!il
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and mirroring of things,"
Coppola said. Dragonfly, the
lead in the sci-fi fi lm , is an
aggressively forward woman
who takes what she wants.
But the actress who plays her
is calm and introverted when
she's off-set. Coppola found
Ok lahoma-born
actress
Angela Lindvall and convinced her to play an inexperienced actress much like herself.
Paul's dad, coincidenta lly
played by Dean Stockwell (AI
from
"Quantum
Leap"),
informs Paul that he may have
a few basta rd brothers running around. Paul then sees
look-alikes numerous times,
which later leads to the motivation for the ending of
"Codename: Dragonfly."
Dressed causally in a blue
button-up shirt, dark jeans, a
gray jacket and a pair of slipon Vans, Coppola said he 's a
lot Iike his fi Jm 's main character. "[Pau! J wasn't meant to
be a real dynamic character.
lie's more rese rved, more
internal," he sa id.
Paul is so reserved that he's
sort of off-putting. Whi le he
laboriously tapes "his life at (Above) Roman Coppola at the 'CQ' premiere at the
home, he ignores hi s loving 2001 Cannes Film Festival. (Left) Paul, played by
gi rl friend,
co ncentrating Jeremy Davies, leans in close so the actors can focus
instead on his bathroom and a on his film direction.
houseplant. Coppola said this
was intentional. He calls the
which was inspi red by Marshall
film "a thoughtful comedy," but it's so McLuha'l's The Medium is the Massage.
tongue in cheek, some might not even "[It's) a very progressive, groovy book
notice.
with all sorts of articles, images and
The best parts of the film are the sc i-fi ideas. I sort of emulated that style ... the
scenes. Dragonfly's m ission is to cap- movie is kind of scatterbrai ned. And I
ture the rebel's prized gun. Rebe l leader thought it woutd be fun to show that in
Mr. E. (Billy Zane) believes everyone the promotional (book)," Coppola said.
" Must be free to make Jove all day."
Coppola, who was on his fi rst major
Dragonfly 's mi ss ion is to infi ltrate their press tour, said he's not sure if he 's going
base on the dark si de of the moon.
to read the film's reviews. He said " I've
To help spread the word about the film, never been through this type of thing
Coppola created an accompany ing book, before."
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st~dents who wrote for the newspaper were
recruited in a newspaper production class. They
received
a total of six credits and had to maintain a
News Editor
3.0 grade average, according to Brownlee.
For more than three decades, the Columbia . In the fall of 1988, Ken Smikle became the newsChronicle has tracked down news to provide yalu· ~r adviser and held the position until the end of
able information and diverse services;to the col· the school year, according to Chronicle archives.
,During the '80s, the newspaper featured campus
lege community. Throughout the years, journalism
students and faculty have put time and effort intQ news, weekly editorials and art features. In the fall
filling the college's newspaper stands each weelc of 1989 Don Gold stepped into the position of
Since its first publication, the Chronicle haS gone Chronicle faculty adviser.
"It has been about 10 years. I haven't seen the
through many changes. Though making only small
steps at times, it has grown into an award-winning, Cljronicle since I left, but I remember that at the
time
it wasn't really daring," Gold said. " During
full-color, student-produced weekly college newsthat time, the P.aper was designed very conservapaper.
"I can barely remember, but when I first came to tively. It was hke a miniature version of The New
take over the newspaper, it must have been in '81- York Times, which probably made many Columbia
'82 and the paper was four pages and came out students wonder."
Then-Journalism department chair Nat Lehrman
every other week," said Les Brownlee, Journalism
said, that in his opinion, running a campus newsfaculty and former Chronicle adviser.
Brownlee held the adviser position fro m 1981 to paper was difficult.
"The [students running the newspaper] are irrethe spring of 1988. Under his supervision the volsponsible and inexperienced on one side and on the
ume and the staff of the newspaper increased.
"I thought we did some really good work and we other, you don't want to censor them," Lehrman
said. "It is always a fine line to walk."
started publishing every week," Brownlee said.
Lehrman recalled many situations during his
As the Chronicle adviser, Brownlee helped
develop the Journalism curriculum. Journalism tenure as chair when he had to step in and make

By Neda Slmeonova

decisions about the editorial content.
"We had a column once and a kid wrote that the
president of the college was a communist and it
actually ran. Somebopy from administration called
me and raised hell," Lehrman said. "I didn't want
to get too involved because then I would have to
become the adviser and if the adviser gets too
involved he would have to become the editor."
Gold was the Chronicle adviser until the spring
of 1991 when James Ylisela Jr. stepped in and held
the position for two years. In the fall of 1993
Stuart I. Feiler, who is now deceased, became the
new adviser, according to Chronicle archives.
"I started around 1994 as a part-time Journalism
instructor and Nat Lehrman asked me to become
the newspaper adviser," said Tracey Robinson,
who held the position until the spring of 1995.
"I remember walking into the Chronicle office
and looking around, seeing wild posters and cartoons on the walls and punk-rocker editors,"
Robinson said. " ! remember saying, 'first of all,
what we need to do is clean up and paint the
place."'
Robinson said that her objective was to tum the
newspaper into a newsroom and give it a profes-

See History, page 29
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Arts & Entertainment
The Arts & Entertainment section of the Chronicle has provided
Columbia students with movie, book and music reviews, news,
celebrity profiles and restaurant reviews year after year.
The most recent weekly feature, "Chicago Finds," reviews the
hidden and sometimes forgotten restaurants, clubs, bars and
cafes in Chicago.

arts~

-----~·

"Arts Around Campus" lists weekly performances, lectures,
concerts, film screenings, festivals, auditions and meetings
organized by Columbia's departments, offices and students.
The weekly horoscope unveils possible romantic encounters,
warns against hard times at school or on the job and predicts
students' stress levels.
In the past, the Arts & Entertainment section has presented
weekly DVD reviews in the column "Roach and Seals ... Reels."

Commentary
Over the years the name of this section has undergone various
changes, but the content has remained the same.
The Chronicle's Commentary section offers students weekly
editorials on current controversial topics at both local and the
national level.
It allows readers to voice their opinions in " Letters to the
Editor" and compiles a weekly photo poll.
·

In addition to student writing, this section features a
large artistic photograph entitled "Exposure." The
photo appears weekly without any caption information. Instead, the image tells its own story.
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The Chronicle's Sports section was established in the late '90s, with
the format that it uses today. It generally features commentaries on
citywide sports events and profiles on Columbia's sports teams.
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Recently the section has featured "Board in'
with Bi ll," a weekly column about Chicago
skateboarding events.
In the past, the Chronicle
Sports section has featured
articles ranging from the latest
on the Chicago Cubs to midget
wrestling.
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Th ..: current sports ed itors ran a
weekly "Q&!I.'' feature "Why
ask why? Ask Dustin and Ry,"
where readers could send in
sports-related queries .

Baseball preview 2001
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From Its earliest form until today, the Columbia Chronicle
nameplate has gone through many transformations.
Chronicle archives revealed that It has been modified
almost every semester, with each change of Chronicle
staff members. Over the years, It was common for some
holiday editions to change the nameplate color, from
orange for Halloween, to red, green and white for
Christmas.

History
Continued from Page 27
sional look. While in the position of the
newspaper adviser, Robinson established
mai lboxes and organized the newsroom.
"What I contributed to the growth process
of the paper was to help them get organized," she said. "We also worked really
hard to get the editorial content up."
Robinson said that she thought of her job
as very rewarding because she received
great satisfaction from helping students
with their work. She also remembers Omar
Castillo, now full-time staff member of the
Journalism department and former photo
editor and managing editor of the
Chronicle.
"Omar is a technical wiz. He could put
that paper together all by himself. He practically lived there," Robinson said.
"Whenever we had a glitch, everybody
screamed ' Omar!"'
In the summer of I 995, Jim Sulski was
asked to become the faculty adviser for the
Chronicle. Before accepting the offer,
Sulski had various concerns about the position.
"Would the paper actually draw students
who would be interested in working in the
' antiquated' print medium? Would school
officials be cooperative and respectful of
student journalists who where hungry for
information but lacking in the skills of professional journalists? And would there even
be enough news and events taking place on
the Columbia campus to fill the pages of a
weekly newspaper?" Sulski wondered.
According to Sulski, prior to 1995 the
Chronicle received little attention or the
financial support it needed as the
Journalism department expanded and the
faculty took upon more responsibilities.
Prior to 1995, the newspaper ran usually
only four or eight pages in length, according to Chronicle archives. It hardly had any
advertising sales, only sometimes used
color photography and often missed deadlines.
The Chronicle operation was crammed
into a small windowless space on the
eighth floor of the 623 S. Wabash Ave.
building. Despite the leaps and bounds in
the desktop publishing industry in the
I 990s, the paper was being produced with
one somewhat state-of-the-art personal
computer and one laser printer, Sulski said.
He said that his first semester as the faculty adviser proved to be a productive learn-

ing experience for him, as well as for the
Chronicle editors and the Journalism
department.
"We faced all sorts of challenges: malfunction ing equipment, student writers
who were missing in action, and even a
lack of laser printer paper. In addition, the
Chronicle still had a somewhat tarnished
reputation among Columbia students, faculty and staff. But we were starting to win
people over," Sulski said.
In the fall of 1995 Sulski entered the
Chronicle in its first competition: The
Illinois College Press Association. In
February of 1996, it won its first awards
ever: Three first-place awards (News Story,
Feature Photo and Critical Review Other
Than Film); two second-place awards
(Headline Writing and Photo Essay) and
two honorable mention awards (The Shoot
Chicago Photography competition and
Spot News Photography). "The list would
pale compared to the current Chronicle
awards," Sulski said.
Over the summer of 1997, the Chronicle
was relocated to a new and much larger
location. At the new location, the newspaper floor plan mirrored the newsrooms students would work in after graduation,
Sulski said. He added, " I also ensured that
we had the correct type of layout for three
other functions: A photo darkroom, a photo
production area and a classroom in which I
could teach both Interpretive Reporting and
the College Newspaper Workshop."
Under Sulski's supervision, the Chronicle
hal; grown in size and range. The campus
news section has expanded to four or more
pages of college-oriented information, as
has the opinion section the feature section
and the newly added sports section. The
paper has evolved from four to eight pages
in 1995 to often more than 32 pages each
week. Full-color processing is used in just
about every issue. The paper has also grown
in circulation, from a few thousand copies to
nearly 7,500 copies, which are distributed
not only in every Columbia building, but
also at businesses and cultural institutions
throughout the South Loop.
During the spring 1996 semester, the
Chronicle began experimenting with placing
Chronicle information online. The growth
of the newspaper's Web site has offered the
opportunity for deadline reporting and provides an easily accessible archive.

Columbia Chronicle Web site
The Chronicle Web site offers a number of benefits: It is a
multimedia platform in which student work can be showcased. It is often the first connection parents and
prospective students make with the college as they
search the Internet for information about Columbia.
It keeps alumni across
the planet informed
about the latest developn~ratul~ii. o ~Oo bfad aty
ments at the college. The
t.ll\li\\I;JA( lllllll\ llllllNll
Web site provides space
for ex :lusive online stoc;.-..--·-"'-'''
. . . . .-...ries It also features an
- ·~-- ·--· --·
::::..~~;:::::~E:=;~~:.=:::.::=:
electronic forum and
:";'_-::::.....":.-..:.t::.."'-"' ..-·--· ---- .
offers a complete newspa per a rchive accessible
from anywhere . Best of
all, it allows for deadline
reporting.
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FREE TICKETS

''''

••••

DIVINE SECRETS OF THE

YA-YA

SISTERHOOD
f

Stop by the Chronicle Office, Room 205, Wabash Building, to pick up a free ticket (Admit Two) to a Special Advance Showing of
"DIVINE SECRETS OF THE YA-YA SISTERHOOD" at the Pipers Alley Theatre on Monday, June 3.
Tickets arc available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis.
This film is rated "PG-13" for mature thematic clements, language and brief sensuality.

Columbia Chronicle
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()lassifieds
Interested in Entrepreneurial
business opportunity that you
can bu;ld while you are going to
school and fund your future.
Call Toll Free 1-888-450-2842

Crossword
ACROSS
1 ·seascape·
playwright
6 Circle parts
t 0 Roller-coaster
thrills
t4 Londoner's
piece of candy
t 5 Entrance
t6 Component
piece
t7 Computer
dicker
t8 "Othello" villain
19 Writer Ferber
20 Tool< up excess
room
22 Calvin of fashion
23 Gambler's
marker
24 Singer Peggy
26 Mass. cape
27 John or
Washington
3t Topographies
33 Arrangements of
64 squares
35 Apple discard
36 Long time
37 Menu plan
40 Florida flower?
45 Plumbago
47 With prudence
48 Wahine's gift
49 April15 org.
50 _ Plaines. IL
51 D sharp
53 Egg whites and
sugar
58 Amounting to
nothing
59 Mess maker
61 Yog1 of baseball
62 Land title
63 Dest1tute
64 Burdens
65 To boot
66 Exercise
discipline
67 Follow logically
1
2
3
4

5
6

DOWN
Charity
Part of a bow
Cloud
·earn Free"
lioness
Brief time span
Nice farewell?

AIRTECH Mexico, Carribean
$250 Round Trip & Tax Other
Worldwide destinations cheap.
Book Tickets online!
www.airtech.com or
call 212-219-7000
Fraternities,' Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups Earn $1,000$2 ,000 with the easy
Campusfundraiser three hour
fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
2t
22
24
25

Streel
Gear feature
Sell-out letters
Head-to-head
fighl for honor
Irresolute
Restrain arms
Pedestals
First balcony
.etrrerass Deborah
Asc
1
Period

~~~afg~o'!?~r
29 Site of Louis
XIV's palace
30 Freeze
31 Steak cut
32 _ Ababa,
Ethiopia
34 Landlord's
revenue
38 Squirmy catch
39 Attempt
41 Smallest amount
42 Broadcast
43 Water pitcher
44 Funny

Solutions
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APARTMENT FOR RENT
Wrigleyville/Lakeview studio
apartment for rent.Great neighborhood, 2 blocks from el.2
large closets, laundry in building .$670/month, heat included.
Available June 15 or July 1.Call
Sal, 312-320-4378
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www.elijahmuhammadbooks.co
m FREE CATALOG! The source
of Malcolm X, Farrakhan , and
Muhammad Ali. FREE Message
To The Blackman Quarterly
Magazine with request. (770)
907-2212
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Actress Jackson
Gas up
Actress Winger
Ray of "Bahle
Cry"
53 Synthesizer
maker

3~00

A 1 1 o 1
3 3 8 1 v

54 Inert gas
55 Mardi _
56 Pakistani
tongue
57 Simplicity
59 Secret agent
60 Old card game

ZC TV is currently seeking PT-Freelance DV
directors/editors for a series of notionally
syndicated shows.
Applicants MUST own or have access to
camera and editing.
Pay is $250 per minute of bought content.
For more information, send resume to :
Kschmitt@zc.tv or send reel/resume to : P.O.
Box 408665 Chicago 60640

Visit our website: www.zc.tv
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I Sf¢ I For me, the most
~ challenging thing about
... college is paying for it.
That's where UPS lends o hand, with money for my education, plus good pay ond other

benefits, including o Khedule that fib my doues.

PACKAGE HANDLERS

en

Steady, Po,•Time Job• • $8 .50-$9.50/hou' • Weekend• & Holiday• Off
Paid Vocations • Conshlenl WOfk Schedule • Great Benefits
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(1-55 &

~294 • South Subuna}
Ph: 1-888-41NS-J06
Accou Code: 17
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NORTHBROOK
(Shermer & Willow Rd•.}
Ph: 847-480-6788

PAlATINE
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Ph: 847-705-6025
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Soups Chili C
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Cup A Joe At The

Underground

Basement of the Main Building
Call us for our summer hours at 312-344-7349

Also visit the

&laSS Curtai.a Cafe ,1104 S. Wabash, and the ~ita Coffee &touSe,623

S. Wabash.

NHL Conference Finals heating up the ice
0

Hurricanes, Red Wings in the driver's seat on the road to Stanley Cup

By Rudolph Sanchez
Staff Writer
In game four of the Eastern Conference
finals, Toronto Maple Leafs coach Pat
Quinn was released from the hospital to
coach his team. Unfortunately, the Leafs
couldn't pull out the win with Quinn
behind the bench. The Leafs fell to the
surging Carolina Hurricanes 3-0.
With the loss, the Leafs find their season
taking water and their boat going down.
The Hurricanes are one win away from
their first Stanley Cup Finals.
The Hurricanes won both games at the
Air Canada Centre with a 2-1 overtime
win in game three and a victory in game
four. The game three win was provided by
Jeff O'Neill's overtime goal that put the
Hurricanes up 2-1 in the series. His goal
came after a couple of chances for
Carolina to put it away earlier in overtime.
The Leafs had a number of scoring
chances but could not seem to find the net.
In game four, Quinn's return motivated
the Leafs to get the Leafs' I 0 shots on
goal in the second period but still could
not score. Carolina was lead by the outstanding goaltending ofArturs lrbe. lrbe's
31 saves slammed the door on the Leafs
chances of getting back in the series.

Carolina now has a commanding lead,
having won the last three games in the
series, and two of those wins came in
overtime. The shutout was lrbe's first
after 41 career playoff starts. Quinn
unfortunately had to go back to the hospital. to treat his irregular heartbeat, without
a win.

Free hockey was also played in the
Western Conference series, after the
Detroit Red Wings got an overtime goal
from Fredrik Olausson in game three. The
goal was Olausson's first since 1992. The
overtime goal came after Olausson's shot
sunk under Patrick Roy's glove, after he
provided more then enough protection for
his team. The Avalanche, however could
not get the win for him.
The Western Conference series began
with Darren McCarty scoring his first
three playoff goals-in the form of a hat
trick-to lead Detroit to a 5-3 win in
game one. The win gave the Red Wings a
1-0 lead in the Western Conference Finals
over the Colorado Avalanche. Dominik
Hasek provided solid goaltending stopping 24 of the 27 shots he faced.
Chris Drury provided the game winner
for Colorado during overtime of game
two to tie the series up at one a piece.
Whoever comes out of the East is go ing
to have a hard time playing the Western

Jd VinniCk/Getty Images

Another big save by Avs' goalie and four-time Stanley Cup winner, Patrick Roy.
Conference champs. The Western
Conference Finals features some of the
quickest players in the game. Carolina has
surprised everyone in the East. During the
series they proved they can win big games
on the road, and that they have the tough-

This is it. The end. The last time
SLA PSHOTS! will ever be written.
Following in the footsteps of the great
Jose Canseco, this columni st has
decided to call it quits. To hang it up.
To retire. I hope I was able to enlighten and entertain you, my readers,
throughout the semester. And I urge all
of you to continue reading the
Chronicle next year, despite the obvious absence of SLAPSHOTS! In fact,
I have just been informed that the
Chronicle features other worthwhile
sections, such as Arts & Entertainment,
Campus News and Com mentary-all
of which (including Sports) are guaranteed to reappear next year to satisfY
your carnal cravings for knowledge.
And now, that having been said, the
exciting, spine-tingling conclusion of
SLAPSHOTS!
Canseco and I aren't the only ones
packing up the RV and heading fo r
sunny Florida. Minnesota Vikings wide
Photo l ~lustrat:on Ryan Saunders
receiver Cris Carter also dec ided to Gone fishin': Saunders (Left) and Canseco enjoy their retirement.
retire from the NFL last week. Carter
will now be joining Bob Costas, Dan up some sexually suggestive small talk Slater \\hen he T KO'd an aged Ron
Marino and Cris Collinsworth in the and tried to kiss her while she gave him "Horshack" Palillo in two short
studio of HBO's " Inside the NFL." a chest X-ray last January. King denies rounds. An out-of-shape Manute Bol
Carter's decision to retire comes after the allegations and both he and Klimo won the decision against out-of-shape
the Hall-of-Fame-worthy receiver was claim to have witnesses in their respec- William "The Rcfrigcr:otor" Perry in
a lethargic slugfcst.
And Dar·v:o
unable to find a job in the off-season. tive comers.
In other "boxing" news, Barry " Greg Conger demolished a rather petite and
Though the studio may not be as exciting as the field, at least he won't have Brady" Williams' rendition of the quite elder!~ Olga Korbut.
Co miskey l'ark and the Chicago
National Anthem set the somber tone
to work with Randy Moss anymore.
Frizzy feral fro 'd Don King's want of last week for a night of questionable, White Sox are hosting their lirst-evc r
"Slecpovcr ight"
sexual healing has landed him a law- unwarranted match-ups in Fox's slumber part)
suit. Deborah Klimo, a Cleveland "Celebrity Boxing 2." Joey Buttafuoco begins with an evening game against
the
Montreal
Expos
on June 8.
proved
his
manliness
when
he
abused
Clin ic medical technician is suing King
for an unspecified amount of cheddar ex-wrestler Joanie "Chyna" Laurcr. Fireworks will follow and a midnight
almost
200-pound
Dustin snack wi ll be served whi le "The
for mental anguish, trauma and humili- An
ation after the boxing promoter "Screech" Diamond looked capable of Natural" is shown on the JumboTron.
allegedly groped her left breast, struck destroying both Zach Morris and A.C. A continental breakfast wi ll be served

ness to compete with Colorado or Detroit.
Either way, the Hurricanes have shown
the hockey world that there is a lot more
going on in North Carolina than basketball. The finals are sure to provide some
exciting hockey, whoever ends up there.

promptly at 5:16 a.m., which will be
followed by a brisk morning workout.
Fans can then return to their reserved
lower deck seats for the afternoon
match-up against the Expos. On!y 250
of the $250 seats are available and they
are reportedly going fast. Proceeds are
going to various Chicago White Sox
Charities. Call (312) 674-1000 to
reserve yours today.
Here's a straight, hard fact: Sports
!1111strared, a magazine that stands erect
among respected sports news sources,
recently reported that fans of the Erie
[Pa.] Otters, the Ontario Hockey
League champions, showered the ice at
Tullio Arena with rubber dildos. The
reason? A stiff salute to Otter top-scorer, Corey Peeker. Honestly, with my
limp mind, I couldn't make this stuff
up.
" I' ll make ~ure the kids stay home,
keep the dog indoors, and then lock the
door and wait until they go away."
That's Hiromi Omae, an Osaka homemaker telling the Christian Science
Monitor her plan to protect her family
from British soccer hooligans when
England plays Nigeria on June 12.
Primary schools are scheduled to close
and shopkeepers are taking out hooligan insurance policies after the
Japanese media sensationalized a threat
of violence at this year's World Cup.
More than 1,000 European suspected
soccer hooligans are banned from the
tournament, and European police agencies are working with those in Japan
and South Korea to identifY and detain
possible dissenters.
That's all folks! Have a great summer. Stay cool!

Boardln' with Bill ·
The sports editors of the Columbia Chronicle regret to infrom our readers that, due to unfortunate circumstances, "Boardin' with Bill" could not be published this week.
Bill w,iU be giaduating next week and wanted to thank his readers for their loyal support of the column over the year. We, the editors, would also like to take this
opportunity to thank BiU for his valuable conuibutlon to.the Chronicles Sports section, and we wish him luck on his post-Columbia future. KEEP BOARDIN'!
-Dustin & Ryan
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Formula One
fans upset over
race conspiracy
at Austrian
Grand Prix

Exclusive male-only golf
club a link to the past
0

Non-PC private club uses constitutional rights to discriminate

0
FIA stands by Ferarrl's
decision to order racer to
slowdown
By Krlstln Leonardi
Staff Writer
last week the racing world took a hard
blow. Formula One, 3f!!Uably one of the
most popular rae ing series, came under fire
for its contro,ersial position on race rigging.
\\ith l~s tlun a lap until the checkered
tbg, the Ferr.ui team decided to order raceleader Ru~ns Burichcllo lo slo" down in
order to let his te~mate, Mich.td
Schumacher, win the Austrian Grand Pri.~ .
Fernri ~ nun.ager Jean Todt orchestrated
the mo'e so Schumacher could n tcnd his
series len Schumacher is ') ing for his third
>.night S<~n clumpionship.
1: S<cms inco:.cei,a.b le that such practices
.L"C allo"'ed, t-ut the• arc. In 1998. Da\id
Coultlwd pulled o'er to let his ~lcLm:n
~fcrcedcs tcamnule. ~ l ib lbkkinen. "'in the
S<-non opener in ,\ us:ralia .
:"ct ool} "'er-e fans sl-.ockcd and app.tlled
then. the) an C\:1"-' 11~ disgusted no.... ,\n
h::cm.tion.U r\U:o;nobile fe<!crat10n (FIA)
s~cmc:nt ~- "'Then is no prohibition of
tam omen as such.. The rule1 prohibit any
•• f«juJX:w to the imcrc:st of tompctition.Tbe FIA sutcmcnt "'cnt on to Y v. -It is
perfectly lqitinutc to decide that ~ of its
drinn is iu dwnpM>nship contender and that
t.'w: oU1c:r ..;n
hlm.By 11\i.J dcfmit.on. the Ferrari tum h.u
~~ no<hin~ kg.ally IOTOnl!. Still. the quc.lIOoo is or"" of cthX:s The FlA h.u since sum·
mooed Ferran r.1d their t•o dfi•cn to ar~
~(on 11-.cif W~ ld MocOf Sporn Counci in

suw«e

Pw on Jut~C 26
Ooa thn man th..t sporu fam shou klr..Jo:c
c.'la as .m :admission by the FIA t~t suc:h
JW.Kiiotu a.--e ..rong" F - all o~-cr the ""orld
at~ •-cig~~

in oo ;hi:t issue

R.Kirrg !.In R*f'kl C111to sumtncd liP the
fccfillp of ti'Wl'll f.mt in a kt:cr he •rt>Cc I<>
Jurun n<""•'JJillp<r Ga:.:*l/11. ~ we hftc to
cclcbf:.rt.e •lo.~JCJ. oot d o:s1J1,ou'<. he <Aid
A•iid r.Kmt f.an Antonio Cr\ldduc;lt from
E!Jm. IlL u..t. ~~~ •..:; 1t bGd dnision th.tt
""JIJ (CGIS#J f Ol'ffHll.o One their (AM lhB is ~ tile f~t31 timc • umtro-.~t•y hft.c
r~ ~ surf.w&d Itt 1??9'. MKh..lcl
'i<lmm.KI'Ic s!o••-ed l<> lc1tutnrNie Eddie
'"' iwlc win tile \I.. La:f' ..., Guild p,. ~
'<i'tni rty. in the ' ?? nc~m.m GtAI'Id l'ri~.
furwl ~~d in w.~ ~lo and then !>flf.etcd
Prim 16 kttc...,.,.,...t.e rM.c ltv me .. ;,
l.w 11\e ''11 tuwpun Gt:.M l'th. M, t,.ttn
lflfetf<W RM ()ennr; -·~cd fh•id Coultl>.ltd
II) lc1 1.fib JIAftlt ;,.,, ocntc "•• fi«t e•er r ·I
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The ~ succeu of Tiger Woods h.u provided opportunities for minorities In the 1port of golf.

By M•tthew Kerstein
Staff Writer
\lt'hc:n the new 21-holc. lS S· .Kre
Pfivatc golf counc orcns in subur·
tNn Supt Grove, Ill this week. not
:a single wonwn will ~ in :aucncbncc. In fact. few women will ~
on the linb after the orcning.
Th.ars b«:au:sc the invit.ltioo-only
Black Sheep Golf Club spec ifiully
fotbicb fcrn.alcs..
The club ope~~ 100 to lSQ mcm·
!>en. all rn.alc. Md is dc~l!!ncd to
tiX'CCntfllf: ~"CIII3ivcly 1>n the i!lltn<l:
mily ·(lf~·
cntcd facilitics lih !wimmlnl! pools.
muunnb. b<ltlq«1 halls ~'' " sQIOial
u~twbt pf evcn~"Cf'l "O~i:sy

or gvlf Th.tt mum no

r..

~IH (}..-y.- t~ one lmunu ,.· ~n
wumc" an allowed In t~ club
lhctt will be • men's k>4;1l"
""""· fl>l•t ~·t t'Oidtoot~. • "-'¥'!
~ and • •rn.alll'9tt'<~w- b\ll ~nllr
lla:ll it'• rYfe Jttlf llli• !MMI~ 1M>
rnin itnutTH~f1tlinll ~lju it~m~rtl t>il

dfinlt.• . tl(> fen f01tire t.ltivinj! ran~.
lit> If uth. •lr>ta!l• "' ~<>\;Iter''"'""·
..00 flo ~• tim.• t•t ntlwr dciM•

On '"1' "' tr.. '~~.IJOO ir~il!al fc'll.
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t'hrt>. 'YltKtflt ~!'IAfl(o. •ai•ltl>ll
( lull'• in•e•te>r• fell '"''"'t>n """Ill
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•Et•n•
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,,,
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tvtr l"'Wif1~ 01111>11111 p( (;<n>Afl! p11u
ft ..'"""'' ~ntl femal~ ~11l ftr• I hi•
i• t•~l•lly lhte oilltt! lh~ dul• i•
k"'"'~'' wttkln ot1 h<•ur'• •lrivt t•f
r ·t~kaan

r •dudin!l Wt'fMn t•r At>Y Plitt!
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lnlflltflhrd. en1111 ~till . ,.. t t·tt•l
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Te, hnolo~ l'rufessional.s,. some
st.1tes h~•c t.lltcn steps to prevent
this t>re of d•s.:rimin.ttit)n in priv:ate
golf dubs.
In a s tory she wrote ft•r llfTP's
rfl;1g;oAinc. Th"' Bt>trowt Lin<F.
ZurstJ<lt outline.! some of the:
reforms t;akinll pi~'" in v~rious
st.1tcs to outlaw this sort of discrimination.
In ~tkul..r. s~ pointed to the
1991 k~c~isl:ttlon in 1~ Connccti~ut
llouse uf Rcprescntlltivu th<~t.
Acct>rdinl! to Zurst~a<lt. "prohibit(clll
country clut>:t ~and l.lolf dub$ (frum
tll3uirniMtin~c~ in tho: mcmt>crshlp
An.! a.:cc.:u It> fJcilit ics " " lhc ~>luis
1>f ~c' ..
The !>Ill cn<le\1 up ~~in11.

With figures like
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up to all rncc~ ... thc
·n~er
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Dis"imination.,~private golf dubs
give founders a license to discrimtNtc.
" Printe clubs were established
precisely as places where one man's
money was nol as aood as another 's. ~said Sailer. "DisctimiMtion
was a drivins focce behind the profusion or printe dubs during tile
first half of the century: !?C_Oplc
blllekballcd by the established dubs
st~artcd their own. w~re they in tum
Cl!uld bbckball others.. for uarnplc,
we~lthy German Je~ t\11T\4ed 111wa,y
by WASP clubs built their own, and
then frcqutntly ~r~ membership
II! Russian Jews. And fl() !Meter
hvw k!w l~lr dub stood in the
tllu.o try club ~ldn, onkr, mcmt>o:n tould alwa,ys t<m:~Qio: them~~lves by li.tt~plnJ out AITI\:an1\ rnerlun..•t,"
·r~~c d k!l:.rimlnation In ptiv:ate ~r
dubs "'tend:s b<o~ WllltWn ~
rille\', ttll&lon.. tthlllcl'J' l~ wllatevct
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(Left) Prior lived up to the hype surrounding his long awaited start. (Above) I thought Wrig ley Field only sold
out on opening day?

immensely this season. It is pretty hard to win
games when your team scores few or no runs.
As of press time on Friday, May 24, Sammy Sosa
and Corey Patterson were the only regulars hitting
over .300. N ine Cubs are hitting below .250, including Fred McGriff and Moises A lou. Seven of those
players have played in 27 games or more, and five of
them are hitti ng below .200.
With the exception of Jason Bere, the Cubs' starting rotation has pitched strong. True, Juan Cruz is 17, but hi s ERA is 3. 74, which is not bad considering
all of the runs being scored in today's game. In

Cruz' eight starts, the Cubs have only scored 21
runs. In three of his losses, the C ubs lost by one run
and in two of them they lost by two runs. Cruz has
been moved to the bullpen because of his lack of
success as a starter. As of press time, Kerry Wood is
4-3 with a 2.89 ERA and has struck out 54 batters in
56 innings.
The bullpen has been off and on for the Cubs. In
the few save opportunities he has had, Antonio
Alfonseca has been a perfect seven for seven and
had a 1.83 ERA as of press time. Joe Borowski has
made 24 appearances, is 2-2 w ith a 1.95 ERA.
However, Jeff Fassero is 1-2 with a 5.75 ERA in 21
appearances. The injured Donavan Osborne, Ron

Mahay and Jesus Sanchez all have ERAs over 6.00.
Osborne is the only pitcher to appear in more than I 0
games, but he has been on the disabled list since
May 8 with a strained muscle in his right side.
According to www.espn.com, the Cubs still do not
know when Kyle Farnsworth will comeback fro m a
broken bone in his foot.
Whether Prior may or may not be the medicine that
the Cubs need to turn their season around is still yet
to be determined. If they plan on making a serious
playoff run, their offense is going to have to be reliable because pitchers cannot throw shutouts every
time they take the mound.

U.S. World Cup coach faces tough decision
0

Goalkeepers Brad Friedel and Kasey Keller both experienced, skilled and ready to start

By Barry Wilner
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (A P) -Bruce Arena's
most difficult decision for the World
Cup actually might not be so tough. He
can't lose choosing between goalkeepers Brad Friedel and Kasey Keller.
The coach of the U.S. team, which
Thursday, May 30, for South Korea for
final preparation for its World Cup
opener in two weeks, must choose
between perhaps the two best goalkeepers this nation has produced.
Better yet, both are in top form.
So while Arena admits he isn't close
to a deci sion, he a lso believes
wh ichever choice he makes will be the
correct one.
"Clearly at thi s point we don' t have a
starting lineup estab lished," Arena said
Wednesday. " I told the players that
after the game against Holland (a 2-0
defeat), so I think that is good news
because there are a number of players
that are positioning for consideration
to be in our starting II."
Both Friedel and Keller start in the
English Premier League. Both have
World Cup experience and have performed adm irably in big games. Kel ler
banged his knee in an exhibition game
with Jamaica last week but has recovered quickly.
Friedel, who turned 3 I last week, has
been to two World Cups. He started six
qualifiers for this tournament, including the fina l three, going 4-2. He
helped Blackburn win the English
League Cup this season.
The 32-year-old Keller plays for
Totte nham . He was the No. I goalie
going into France ' 98, where the
Americans finished last among 32
teams, with Keller go ing 0-2. He started e ight qualifiers for this World Cup,
going 4-2-2.

M' Photo/Bob Jordan

Brad Friedel has been in two World Cups .
Because there is so litt le to separate
the veterans, Arena can't really explain
how he will decide who starts against
powerful Portugal on June 5.
"If you told me to name the goalkeeper right now, I couldn't do it. I
have two weeks to get that sorted out,"
he said. "I think that whatever deci sion
I make is a good one. Don't get me
wrong on that. We'll look at them in
camp over the next couple of weeks
and continue to see who we think is in
form.
"The problem I always have with that
is that they're always in form. We're
going to have to make a decision, and
perhaps it will based on a hunch."
One thing Arena isn't guessing about

Photo courtesy of wnw.soccerage.corn

Kasey Keller was the No. 1-ranked goalie in the 1998 World Cup.
is the significance a strong U.S. showing would have on the sport in
America. This is the fourth straight
World Cup appearance for the United
States, which went 0-3 in 1990 and
1998, but advanced to the second
round in 1994. The Americans then fell
to Brazil 1-0 at Stanford, Cal if., and the
Brazilians went on to win the tournament.
That performance put soccer in the
spotlight for a whi le in this country. If
Arena's squad comes close to matching
it in South Korea, he be lieves it could
have a similar impact.
"There is excitement and attention
for our team now as we go to the World
Cup in the media, which is not typical

for the sport in this country," he said.
"We are getting great coverage nationa lly, a little bit of recognition on television. It's been a real shot in the arm for
the sport."
Advancing to the second round would
be a difficult chore, with the United
States facing co-host South Korea and
Poland after Portugal.
Arena, heading to his first World Cup
as U.S. coach, isn't predicting any miracles on the field or off it.
"We are not so naive to think it will
ever replace the NFL, the NBA or baseball, but soccer will have its niche," he
said. " I think MLS will continue to
move forward, expand and become a
very viable league in this country."

Rookie of the year?
0

Desperate Cubs call up phenom Mark Prior from Triple A In hopes of turning season around
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